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greatest thickness is I.S inches, and its curved margins form a sharp edge from
shoulder to shoulder. The rounded handle averages 1.5 inches in width and 1.3
inches in thickness, and it ends in a terminal knob averaging 1.5 inches in rliam

eter (fig. 10, a) .

The second implement (B.9599), of gray basalt, is somewhat adz-shaperl with
a pointed poll and a curved cutting edge. It is 6.5 inches long with a maximum
width of 2.5 inches and a maximum thickness of 1.<; inches (fig. 10, b).

BREADFRUIT SPLITTERS

Breadfruit splitters made of wood are found in various parts of Polynesia but
not in Hawaii. However, two stone implements of different shape in the Hawaiian
collection have been cataloged as breadfruit splitters. They are described here for
the record, though the authenticity of their function requires further proof.

One such implement (B.2556), made of black basalt, is 7.4 inches long and
smoothly polished. It consists of a thick curved blade 2.75 inches long with shoul
ders which slope into the narrower handle. Its greatest width is 2.7S inches, its

FIGURE 1O.-a, black ba,alt breadfruit splitter; b, gray basalt breadfruit ,plitter; c, vesic
ular hasalt pig scraper.

Shark-tooth implements were early discarded for metal implements and, un
fortunately, information regarding the use of various types was not preserved.
Some of the simpler types were used for cutting Aesh for food, bait for fishing,
and wood in fine carving. In many parts of Polynesia sharks' teeth were used for
cutting or shaving the hair and for incising the skin to emphasize grief during
death ceremonials, and it is possible that the Hawaiians used them for similar
purposes. The more complicated forms with multiple teeth were used as weapons.
Lacking sufficient information to definitely separate all of the implements into
tools and weapons, the various types are dealt with together under weapons (pp.

443·450) .
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PIG SCRAPERS

In dressing pigs for the earth oven. the hair was singed off and the skin
scraped or rubbed with a flat piece of vesicular basalt or lava with a rough sur
face. A specimen (B.1S45) obtained from Honaunau, Hawaii, is in the form of

a flat disk 3.2 inches in diameter and 1.5 inches thick (fig. 10, c). Its rough sur
face forms a rasp admirably suited to its purpose.

POUNDING BOARDS

Pounding hoards (papa ku'i poi) upon which cooked taro was pounded
(ku'i) into a mash were necessary kitchen equipment. They '....ere made of heavy
wood in the form of flat, shallow trays or dishes, somewhat rectangular in shape
but w.ith the corners rounded off. In a collection of 20, two approach the circular,
as the length and width approximate one another in measurement.

In some boards the 1m\' sides and ends slope downward and inward on the
outer side to meet the flat bottom at an angle to fonn an edge, but in the older
specimens the outer slope is rounded off to meet the bottom without an edge.
A few boards of lnodern make have a low flange about O.S inch wide around the
circumference of the bottom surface. On the undersurface of each of three boards
are four short legs not more than 0.7S inch long, but these may be regarded as
a modern innovation. The rim along the sides and ends may he rounded or flat.
The inner slope of the sides and ends meet the flat internal surface at an angle,
and the inner depths of these shallow utensils range from 1 to 2 inches, with the

a

b

FIGUHE 12.-Poi pounding boards: a, two-man board; b, one-man board; c, stone slab
said to be potll1ding board.
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t'xception of the largest board in the collection, which IS 2.5 inches deep. The
I hicknesses of the bottoms range from 2 to 5.5 inches.

The pounding boards divide into two classes: short boards at which only
one man could work and long boards at which two men could work, one at each
end. A typical one-man board (4225) is 34.75 inches long and 16.5 inches wide
(fIg. 12, b). The longest two-man board in the Museum collection (C.6174),
made of breadfruit '\food, is 83 inches long and 22.5 inches wide, with a bottom
I hickness of 5.5 inches (fig. 12, a) . Intermediate boards vary in length and width,
and it is difficult to decide where the one-man boards end and the two-man boards
begin.

An interesting feature in sorne of the two-man boards is the shape of the
interior, or upper, surface, which has been worn down at each end, presumably
hy pounding. However, the boards may have been carved that way. Thus in one
hoard (B.4507) 54 inches long the middle depth is 1.25 inches, whereas the end
depths are 2.0 and 2.25 inches respectively. The smaller boards could have been
lIsed as serving dishes for meat, as cut marks on the inside bottom indicate.

In Kauai, the island with unique ring and stirrup pounders, stone slabs are
said to have been used for pounding taro. A specimen (L.3228) cataloged as a
poi pounding slab from Kauai is circular in form with a diameter of 23 inches
and a thickness of 6 inches (fig. 12, c,). It is made of a very porous rock, and
there are no signs of any organic matter in the numerous holes on the slightly
hollowed upper surface. Stone slabs may have been used, but they would have had
to be made of finer basalt than the specimen described.

STONE FOOD POUNDERS

Stone food pounders (pohaku ku'i pon for mashing cooked taro to prepare
poi were of three types: the general form with a terminal rounded knob, ring
pounders, and stirrup pounders. In the Bishop Museum collection of 278 perfect
specimens which I examined the types were distributed as follows: knobbed, 170;
ring, 68; and stirrup, 40. These figures do not give the true proportion of the
three types, for most of the specialized ring and stirrup pounders have found their
way into the Museum, whereas the common, knobbed form is found in large
numbers in private collections. The ring and stirrup pounders appear to have
heen made exdusively on Kauai, whereas the knohbed form was the type made
on all the other islands. The majority of the pounders of all types were made of
dose-grained basalt. Some made of vesicular basalt appear to be of more recent
date.

KNOBBED POUNDERS

The knobbed pounders are characterized by an upper terminal knob which

prevents the hand from slipping upward when the pounder is grasped by the neck
or grip. The knob is circular in horizontal section, and it protrudes evenly beyond

I
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the narrow neck "'hich il: sunnounts. Jn the commonest form, the knob joins the
neck at a slope; and its upper part is convex. giving the knob a general rounded
appearance (fig. 1:·1. a·). Some knobs project from the neck at a distinct angle,

which produces a mushroom shape ~fl.g. 13, b). A third, less common, form is in
the shape of a Oat cap, as its upper surface is Hat instead of convex (fig. 13, c).

The neck, circular in section. slopes down into the shaft, which gradually
increases in diameter, but \.\(ith enough length to form a convenient grip. The
]O\ver end flares outward markedly, in order to provide a larger pounding sur
{ace at its lower end. The lower end meets the circular under su rface at a distinct

h d

FIGUIU: 13.--Knobhed pounder",: :I, comlllonesl. fMm. wilh rOllnded knoll; h, cylindrical,
rnu~hroom-shaped knoh; c, fiat-toPped form; d, pestle form; c, lighl pounder; f, normal, or
medium. Jl()lInder.

edge, t hough in a few pounders this junctioll is rounded off. The under surface
is convex to an appreciable degree and rarely Hat: but in a few of the very large
pounders. the convexity is exaggerated markedly. The under surface in most
pounders is circular; but in a few, the cross diarneters do not approximate closely,
\Vith the result that the surface assumes an elliptical form. In general, the tech
nique in shaping the pounders is fairly uniform, but slight variations occur \,,,,hich
are of 110 consequence e'\cept in some pounders which a;;:sume a pestle form.

The pestle form flares less at the lower end, which gives the neck and body a
m.ore cylifl(lr-ic.al shape and lessens the diameter of the pounding. or under, sur

face. The peslle form of pounder differs from true pestles in that there is always
some flaring at the lower end, whereas pestles are not flared (fig. ]3, d).

The knobbed pounders differ in size and may be grouped into small, medium
(or general), and la rge. The small pounders average 5 inches in height and 2.5
pounds in weight. I have distinguished them from mullers because they are flared.
It is difficult to interpret why such light pounders were rnade for pounding taro.
Though the pounding of taro was done by men, it is possible that the lighter
pounders were made {or women who. in an emergency, could pound out sufficient

taro for a meal. (See figure 13, e.)
The medium-sized, or normal, pounders for general use average about 7
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il11'11es in height with a pounding surface aH~rag:ing 5.2 inches in diameter and
t..S pounds in \veight:. In number, they far exceed all other variations. (See figure

I :~. f. )

FICl'I{E 14.-:\ herranl pounders: a, of iron: h, of ivory; c, of wood.

The large pounders average g.g inches in height and have an average base
diameter of 6.4 inches and an average weight of 0.0 pounds. Some of them made
of vesicular basalt and with the exaggerated convexity of the under surface seem
to have been made for show, for on the under surface are no signs of use. The
average weight of nearly 10 pounds makes it hard to believe that they were used
Ily the average man in the long tedious process of pounding taro in quantity.
One abnormal specimen 'weighs 15 pounds 6 ounces. It is possible. however, thaI
some of the large pounders were used in the preliminary stage to break down the
whole tubers and that the lighter. medium form was used to complete the opera
tion.

For comparative purposes, the average measurements in inches and the
weights in pounds of the different forms are shown in table 4"

Table 4.-Knobbed Pounders
=====-_: __ .
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Some odd pounders were made of iron, ivory, and wood. At! irOl1 pounder
(B.7191). probably made in the early days of trade. has a flat klllll>. a cylindri
cal shaft, and a flared hase (fig. 14. a I. The knob is 2.2 inc-he::; in diameter. with

a height of 7 inches, a base diameter of 4.u inches, and a weight of 7 pounds 6

ounces.
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An ivory pounder (4107) made from a sperm whale's tooth and termed

palaoa ku'i, has a high knob 3 inches in diameter, a height of 8 inches, an ellipti
cal base with cross diameters of 4,.0 and 3.6 inches, and a weight of 2 pounds 12
ounces. It was made in more recent times with steel tools. (See figure 14, b.)

A wooden pounder (C.5514), shaped like the stone pounders, is shown in
figure 14" c. It has a knob diameter of 2 inches, a height of 7 inches, an elliptical
base ·with cross diameters of 4.75 and 4.2 inches, and a weight of 1 pound 4

ounces. It was used for pounding sea weed and breadfruit.

nING POUNDERS

Ri ng pounders are termed pohalw puka ku'i poi, HI which term the general
descriptive word puka is added to denote the hole which is the marked feature of
the type. This type of pounder does not occur elsewhere in Polynesia; and it is.
peculiar, not to the Hawaiian Islands. but to Kauai. It appears to have derived
from the round form of stirrup pounder, which has a hollow on the front surface.
A similar hollow on the back surface results in the perforation. The fact that the
stirrup pounder is also peculiar to Kauai supports such a derivation.

h d

FIGIJHE 15. Rini!; pounders. front and side views: a, with slightly widened base; b, with
flared base; c, pcrfora ted stirru p form, flared base; d, hybrid.

The 6H ring pounders in the Museum collection have an average height of 5.2
inches. The upper part forms a convex curve, or arch, which slopes downward
and outward tu meet the base. 'fhe front and back form \vide surfaces which

curve downward from the nar:nywer arch above to t.he slightly wider base below.

The corner edges bet\\·Ten the two surfaces and the narrow sides are rounded off
so that the under, pounding surface is elliptical in shape, with its long axis run-
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1I1llg from side to side and averaging about 5.6 inches, a little more than the
11l'ight of the pounder. The surface is convex, and its average width from front

I \I Ilack in the middle line is 3.4. inches.
Iloies are bored from front and back below the arch; and where they meet in

I If(" Jlliddle, a slight edge is formed which is not usually ground out. A funnel-
laaped perforation is thus formed, and its outer edges are rounded off to merge

Illto the front and back surfaces. The completed hole is practically circular, with
:111 average diameter of 2 inches. However, in some pounders the vertical diameter
i~ ;.!.reater; in others the horizontal diameter is greater, giving the hole an ellipti

1011 shape. The arch above the hole is practically circular in section with average
diameters of 1.4. and 1.5 inches. The thickness between the bottom of the hole
:llld the under surface averages :2 inches. (See figure 15, a.)

The weights range from 2.5 pounds to 6.2 pounds with an average of 3.5
IH.unds. One very large pounder (10618),6.9 inches high, weighs 7.2 pounds.

Slight variations occur. In some pounders the sides flare out toward the base
I fig. IS, b, c); and in a few pounders the pounding surface is rectangular in
~ltape instead of ell ipticaL Jn the series of 68 ring pounders are two hybrids
which are of stirrup form but perforated (fig. IS, d). The thumbs of both hands
of the operator were passed through the hole from the back and, with the fingers,
;.!.ripped the sides of the arch. Though the words front and back have been used
for the purposes of description, there is no difference in shape between them, so
the thumbs could be passed through from either side. One pounder with the hole
100 small for a thumb to pass through is obviously an incompleted specimen.

STIRRUP POUNDERS

The stirrup pounder is the second of the specialized forms from Kauai and,
like the ring pounder, is unique to that island. The descriptive term stirrup was
applied locally from a fancied resemhlance to the foreign stirrup; and as no
specific Hawaiian name has been recorded for this pounder the term may he con
tinued arbitrarily to distinguish it from the other two types of pounders.

Stirrup pounders resemble ring pounders somewhat in general plan, but they
differ markedly in having one hollow ground-out surface instead of holes meeting
from two surfaces. The upper-end treatment varies. In some it forms a convex
curve, in others it is straight or curved concavely. The front surface is flat and
the back surface convex. The sides, which are narrow and rounded, incline slightly
outward to the base. The under, or beating surface, influenced by the shape of the
body, is straight in front. convexly curved at the back, and rounded off at the
side ends. The long axis is from side to side. and the surface is convex.

Ten pounders in the 1\1 lIscum collection of 40 sti rrup pounders have rounded
upper ends. They average 4.7 inches in height, 4.6 inches in the base diameter

from side to side, 3.4 inches in the hase diameter from front to back in the middle
line, and 3.5 pounds in weight. Some hoHows, ground on the front flat surface,
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are quite shallow. However. in one specimen (B.1315'1 the hollow is an inch
deep. It is rectangular in shape with the corners rounded off and with the long

axis vertical. The deep hollow is circular, and the implement needs only a simi
lar hollow on the other surface to convert it into a ring pounder. (See figure
16, a.)

h .... d

FJGUHE 16.-- Stirrup poumJer;;. frollt and side views: a, rectangular with rounded upper
end and Jeep llllllow; b, with straight horizontal edges; (;, with shallow concave toP: (I, with
deep concave toP.

In the other :10 pounders the widths of the upper ends from side to side

average J inches and the downward and outward slope of the sides is shown by
the fact that the average base width is -1,.6 inches. The treatment of the upper
edges varies appreciably. The edges of three pounders are straight horizontally
(fig. 16, b). They are curved concavely in r~. the curve being shallow in some

(fig. 16, c) and deep in others (fig. 16. d). Usually the ends are cut off obliquely
at the junction with the sides. In three other pounders the ends of the single

curve project upward and outward like small lugs (fig. 17, a). The last variant,
found in 10 pounders, is a double cOllcave curve meeting at an edge in the middle
line (fIg. 17, b). Til some the mesial edge is lo\v. and in others it projects above
the level of the ends (fig. 17, c) . As in the ring pounders, the hollow in the front
surface varies a good deal. In many pounders the hack surface is markedly convex
hom above down, as well as from side to side (fig. 17. d).

The average measurements and weights of the 30 pounders are summarized
as follows: height, 4.8 inches; top width, .3 inches; base width, 4.6 inches; hase
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noss width, 3 inches; and weight, 3 pounds 6 ounces. They do not differ ma
terially from those of the stirrup pounders with rounded upper ends.

This beater was grasped with both hands from the back, the fingers passing
<tround the sides to the hollow in front and the t\vo thumbs passing Ycrlically
upward over the top edge. The curves in the upper edge were meant for the
I humbs and not for ornament; hut when the ends projected to form lugs. the
addition was evidently for decoration.

:1 h c d

FICUHE 17.-····StirrllP t-Iounders, front. and ~ide views: a, curved top with luglike proJec·
tions; b, top with double curve. meeting in middle line; c, with mesial edge projecting above
level of ends: £I, with back and side ~1Jl"face markedly convex.

BOWLS AND TABLE ACCESSORIES

GOURD FOOD BOWLS

Many gourd food bowls t'umeke po/we) \...'ere made, to augmenl the :-;Ilpply
of wooden bowls. The large supply was necessitated by the use of liquid poi as
the staple starchy fooo of the Hawaiians for every-day meals. In other Polynesian

islands, where more solid food was served on plaited coconut-leaf plal.lers or
shallow plaited containers, impermeable bowls were not need(·d to nearly the

extent that they were in the Hawaiian Islands. The demand for howls l.cd to the
extensive cultivation of the gourd plant in Hawaii, and a number of varieties of
different shapes and sizes were developed. Those not suitable for bowls were
readily adapted to other uses, hence Hawaii had a greater variety of gourd

utensils for different uses than did any other part of Polynesia.

The gourd plant which was carried by the Polynesians Lo all the high islands
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Hawaiian·prepared 'awa was evidently much stronger than the 'ava made ill
~amoa. The Reverend William Ellis (1H39. p. ~181) relates all incident before
a meal at which their Hawaiian host drank about half a pint of 'awa from a
'""conut·shell cup:" As he took it. a man stood by his side with a calabash of
rr~sh water. and the moment he had swallowed the intoxicating dose, he seized
lite calabash. and drank a hearty draught of water, to remove the unpleasant
taste and burning effect of the ava.'· It was also the custom to eat something after
drinking 'awa, and such food was termed pllfJU.

The 'awa beverage was a refreshing drink, and I believe that the various
d"rogatory accounts regarding its drastic eHects have been grossly exaggerated.

CONDIME TS

The condiments used by the Hawaiians were salt (pa'akai) , kukui nut
I'illamona) , and seaweed.

SA L:r

Hawaiians were the only PolYllesians who produced salt from sea water by
properly conslructed salt pans. King (Cook, .1784, vol. 3, p. 151) states: "Their
.;alt pans are made of earth, lined with clay; heing generally six or eight feet
~quare. and uhout eight inches deep. They are raised on a bank of stones near
the high waler mark, frol11 whence the salt water is conducted to the foot of
them, in small trenches. out of which they are filled. and the sun quickly performs
the necessary process of evaporation."' The Reverend \Villiarn Ellis (1839,
I'P. 397.3(8) describes the salt pans he saw in Hawaii as follows:

\Ve ~aw a nllll1ht>r of tht>ir pans. in the disposition of which they display great ingenuity.
They have generally one large pond near Ihe ~ea. into which the ,,-ater fJow~ by a channel
,'lIt through the rocb,. or is carried thit.her hy the natives in large calabashes. After remaining
there some li'"e. it is c'"11lucted into a numher of smaller pans, ahout. six to eight inches in
d"Plh, which are Illatle with great care. anti frequently lined with large evergreen leaves, in
'Irder to prpyent ab"OrPlion. AlcJI1::; the narrow hank, or partitions hetween the different pans.
\\e :=:aw a nllllllu'T of large erergreen leaves placed. They were tied up at each end, 50 <15
1'1 re~el1lble a ,hallow dish. and filled wiill sea water, in which the crystals of salt were
;""mdant.

David Malo \] 1)51. p. 12:11 says that the shallo\\" ponds were named kaheka.

King (Cook, 1/'84, vol. 3. p. 151 i ,.tates that the salt they procured at Atooi
t. f-.:auai) and Oneeheow iNiihau} on their first visit was hrown and dirty. The
l'olor was probably due to the Kauai custom of mixing reel earth with the salt.
a mixture held to improve the salt hy giving it some tonic property prohably due
10 the presence of iron in the red earth. King says that at: J...:ealakekua Bay, how
"I"er, the salt "was white and of a most excellent quality, and in great ahundance.
Besides the quantity we used in salting pork, we filled all our empty casks,
amounting to sixteen puncheons in the Resolution only."
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With the large quantity produced, the Hawaiians were able not only to
satisfy their own wants but to enter upon a commercial enterprise. Ellis (1839,
p. 398) states that besides what they made. salt lakes yielded large supplies. He
goes on to say, "The surplus thus furnished. they dispose of to vessels, touching
at the islands, or export to the Russian settlements on the north·west coast of
America, where it is in great demand for curing fish, etc." The Hawaiians also
used their salt for curing fish.

In addition to making salt pans near the sea, the Hawaiians made small
pans out of natural rocks which they placed on their house platforms (fig. 44,).
The upper, level surface of the rock was chipped out to form a hollow, or depres
sion, ranging from 1 inch to 2.5 inches in depth and <)f various dimensions
according to the size of the rock. ]n the Bishop Museum collection of nine such
pans examined hy me the smallest (5385) was 8.i5 inches long and 6.75 inches
wide, the depth being 1 inch. A large pan \ C.()281) is circular in appearance
with cross diameters of 20 and 23 inches and has the abnormal depth of 4.75
inehes.

FJGUi<E 4·L······Sall pan.

Women brought concentrated hrine from the coastal salt pan in a guurd and
poured it into the shallow stone pans at home where the evaporation was "UOll

conduded. These stone pans lI'ere terllled poho kahapa.'akai (salt evaporating
dish·J. The evnporate([ salt wns in conrs(' crystals: and for household ust.'. it
was ground fine in n small stune l1lortar with a stone muller.

The stone salt pans can he disl inf.';uishcd from the hollows in rocks made by
adz·grinding by the edges of the hollow which are eut down abruptly to the flour
of the pan. The grinding hollows slope down evenly from the edges. and the
surJaec is smoot.h from the grinding.

Salt is no longer macle locally, owing to the introduction of the t.rade article;
but the addition of rcd earlh to form red salt has been continued OJI Kauai, a
relic of t.he past which appears at Hawajinn feasts.
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I'JIeY are, however. kept reasonably dean; ,lnd their floor;; are covered with a large
,,,Iii\" of dried ;;ras", over which they spread mats t.o sit and sleep upon. At one end st.ands
, ""I of bench, about three feet high, on which their household ut.ensils are placed. The

",t .. ,-,ue is not long. It consists of gourd·shells. which they COllvert into vessels that serve
1,,,ltle;; t.o hold water, and as baskets t.o cont.ain their victuals, and ot.her things, with

• n~ of the same; and a few wooden bow);; and trenehers, of different sizes.

\lost of the household equipment is treated in other sections of this work.
\1.":", pillows and baskets are under plaiting and twining; bed covers, under
I,"k cloth; kitchen utensils, under food; and so forth.

KUKL1I·NUT CANDLES

Throughout the high islands of Polynesia, the nuts of the candlenut (knlwi)
I f "(~ (Aleurites moluccana) were used for lighting. The nuts were baked lightly,
t 1'1 hard shells cracked, and the oily kernels threaded on lengths of stiff midribs
Iroll1 dry coconut leaflets to form a primitive candle. The Reverend William
lllis (1839, p. 374), who saw them in use in Hawaii, states that 10 or 12 kernels
II ere strung on a coconut·leaf stalk [leaflet midrib]. The top one was lighted and
\\ hen the one below ignited, an attendant broke off the burned out nut with a
Ilflrt piece of wood which served as a pair of snuffers. Each nut burned for two

"I' three minutes, and, if attended, gave a fair light. It is apparent that a single
l':llldle lasted about half an hour and that the light had to be renewed fre
quently. Ellis (1839, p. 373) notes that large quantities of candlenuts were hang
mg in long strings in different parts of the dwelling in which he was staying.

Brigham (1902, p. 60) states that the string of nuts was leaned against
a "tone. It is probable that the stone referred to was one of the many forms of
"lIpped stone receptacles usually referred to as stone lamps and that the candle
\\as leaned against the inner edge. At the bottom of the cup in many of these
lamps there was a small hole which was perhaps made to receive the lower end
"r the candle. or a wick when the cup was used as an oil lamp.

STONE LAMPS

Brigham (190l, p. 60) states that lcukui or kamani oil was used in stone
mortars, with a wick madc of tapa, and that the light was increased by adding
lllore wicks. The term stone mortar,:; has been uscd loosely to include a great
Humber of hollowed stone receptacles. many of which were never made for use
as mortars. However, in a large collection obtained from various sourccs and
... ithout authentic information as to their actual uses it is difficult at times to
distinguish between mortars, stone lamps (pobo klllrui.l, dye cups, and other
~tone receptacles. Some were undoubtedly used for more than one purpose and
ended up with the name of the last use to which they had been put. The Bishop
\iuseum has 201 stOIlC receptacles which have been cataloged as stone lamps.
:Vlany have definite information as to their use as lamps and many have the inner
edge stained black with burnt carbon. From such authenticated specimens, it is
possible to identify others.
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Stone lamps were of various sizes, weights, and shapes with no established

single pallern. With few exceptions. they were made of easi Iy worked vesicular
basalt and some were natural pieces of rock of convenient size which were made
into lamps by pecking out a circular hollow on the upper surface. The heights

of the '1useum series range from ].5 Lo 11 inches with the greatest number

between 4 and 5 inches. The low lamps are usually pieces of flat rock with a

shallow. cupped depression in the middle of the flat upper surface. The greatest

diameters range from 2.3 to 10 inches with the greatest number around 4 inches.

The weights range from 0.5 pound to 14 pounds; but four range between 15 and

19 pounds, and two exceptionally large lamps weigh 24 and 32 pounds respec

tively. The majority range hetween.2 and 5 pounds.

The characteristic feature of the lamp is the cumparativelv small size of the

cavity and its shallow depth. The shape at the rim, with a few exceptions, is

circular. The bottom is rounded. The rim diameters range from 1.4 to 4,.9

FIGUIlE To.-Stone Jamp,: a, olindricaJ with wieleI' top: h, cylindrical. wirkr hOll.om;
c, with rim and uot!.om flanges; d, Aanl'ed at middle: e, with three borimntal grooves: f,
hourgla~s form; g, goblet form; h, balJ-,haped; i, with carved human fil'ure,,; j, frr,m /'a,e
of poi pounder; k, froIll shaft of poi pOlll1der.

inches, but two are 5.0 and 5.5 inches respectively. The great maj,)rity range

between 2.1. and 3.9 inches. This feature is found in 30 la rge lamps weighing

more than 10 pounds. the rim diamcters ranging from 1.8 to 4.8 inches. 1n the

largest lamp, weighing 32 pounds, the rim diametcr is 3.6 inches.

The cavities in 195 well-made lamps range from 0.5 to 3.9 inches in depth.

but two lamps have a depth of 4.5 and 5 inches respectively. In 128 of the

series the dcpths average 1.5 inches. In the lamp weighing 32 pounds, the cavity

depth is 2.4. inches. In 15 percent o[ the series, a small hole 0.25 to 0.5 inch

deep is found at the bollol11 n[ the cavity, possibly for the end of a kukui-nut



• andle or the wick of an oil lamp, as ] have pointed out. Double cavities, one at
",tr:h end, are found in 15 lamps of the series. In some, both cavities have
j){'cn used; in others, one cavity is poorly finished.

The form of the artificially shaped lamps varies considerably. Of the cylin
,I rical forms, some are wider at the upper end, others are wider at the lower end;
-"fIle have rim and bottom flanges; one well-made lamp has a horizontal flange
"I1l'ircling its middle; and a few rather roughly made lamps are ornamented by
III ree horizontal grooves. Others include the hourglass form with a middle con·
~t riction and an attractive form with an expanded upper end and a smaller base,
a sort of goblet shape. Some lamps of globular form approach a ball shape and
01 hers are slightly flattened. A unique specimen has a carved human figure look
ing outward on each side.

The commonest form is made from the base ends of broken poi pounders.
There are 27 in the series, of which 20 have the cavity on the curved base and
seven have it on the shaft end. The poi·pounder type is readily distinguished
llot only from its shape but from the close·grained basalt used. This form was
t:vidently popular, for in six lamps it was copied in vesicular basalt. (See figure
7:), a-k.)

Arts and Crafts of Hawaii 109
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The well-made wooden shark hooks of the Cook Islands (Buck, 1944a, pp.
239-241) resemble the Hawaiian hooks in the form of shank and point limh~

and the U-bend, hut they are one-piece hooks with an inturned point and a
shank knob for the snood attachment. Hawaiian shark hooks in other museum~

follow the pattern described and are illustrated by figure 234, a. The grooved
snood attachment with its textile cover is peculiar to Hawaii and forms an
infallible means of identifying the Hawaiian composite shark hooks.

SIMPLE BONE SHARK HOOKS

Bishop Museum has two large bone hooks with inner barbed points. The
larger hook (fig. 234, b) is 11 inches long and 5 inches wide. The bend i"

37 mm. deep and 23 mm. thick. A smaller hook (6923) is 8 inches long and
3.9 inches wide. Both hooks have the grooved snood attachment with the textile
covers exactly the same as in the wooden composite hooks, and these features
confirm their identification as shark hooks.

FISHING ACCESSORIES

STONE SINKERS

Stone sinkers were used with nets. fishing lines, squid lures, and ground
bait; but the introduction of lead speedily led to their abandonment. However.
large numbers have been picked up by collectors and the Bishop Museum col·
lection, omitting the specialized squid sinkers. contains more than 200 specimens
of various shapes and sizes. Apart from shape, a distinguishing fealure oj

classification is the method of securing the line to the sinker. The common
widely spread methods were by grooves and perforations. However, two SJW

eialized forms were made in addition. and these have been termed in Museutll
parlance, bread-loaf sinkers and plummet sinkers. The bread-loaf sinker is :1

special form of grooved sinker, and the plummet is original in having a termin:d
knob with a constricted neck for the line. Thus Hawaiian sinkers fall into fou
groups: grooved, perforated, bread-loaf, and plummet.

GROOVED SINKEltS

The grooved sinkers examined number 109 and, though a large number COl·

sist of rough pieces of unshaped stOlle, a good many have been chipped intI
some definite form. The commonest are elliptical with fairly rounded ends, and
those with longitudinal grooves are about equal in number (16) to those wi1 h
transverse grooves (17). It is probable that those with transverse grooves wefl'
used with nets and that the others were sinkers for fishing lines. Many of tht
longitudinally grooved sinkers are slightly wider and thicker at one end, which
was probably the lower end in fishing line sinkers. A well-shaped hasalt sink,"
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111 Bishop Museum (1200) is from Molokai. It is 2.4 inches long, 1.7 inches
wide in the middle. and 1.6 inches thick: the groove is 0.5 inch wide, and the
weight is (j ounces. I n five additional sinkers of elliptical shape the groove is
made around the periphery, producing a resemblance to pulley blocks. Two are
"ircular Lalls, two have the transverse groove so deeply cut that they resemble
dumbbells, and {our have a transverse groove around a small end forming a
knob. Three are converted 'ullllnaika (throwing disks), with a median groove
nn each surface and over the rim; and five are converted squid-lure sinkers,
with a continuuus grouve over the flat under surface. (See figure 235, a.)

a b

c d

FIGtlBE 235.-·Sinkers: a, grooved; b, perforated; c, bread loaf; d, plummet.

Most of the sinkers in the Museum collection are made of vesicular basalt,
which is easier to shape and to grouve than is the denser basalt. The weights
vary considerably, the smaller ones for light lines or nets ranging from 1 to
6 ounces and the heavier ones for deep sea fishing ranging from 1 pound to
4.5 pounds.

Twenty percent of the grooved sinkers are made of reef rock and, owing to
the softer material, are well shaped, mostly in the elliptical form with either
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kind of groove. Four are of the pulley form, with peripheral grooves; and {II"

is a converted squid-lure sinker. With the exception of one larger sinker, tb·,
range in height from 0.7 to 2.8 inches and in greatesL width from 0.5 to :~ I

inches. With the exception of two sinkers which weigh more than a pound. lid
series is remarkably light, with weights ranging from 0.5 tu 6 ounces. Accordin,
to the Museum catalog, the light sinkers were used with nels.

All of the sinkers in Bishop Museum except the one from Molokai and (1l1"

from Kauai are from the island of Hawaii.

PERFORATED SINKERS

The Museum's cataloged series of 26 perforated sinkers (fIg. 235, b) is som
what disappointing, for no fewer than 14 are flat circular disks with cenl.l,d
holes. Of these, eight are made of vesicular basalt and six are of reef rock. Will,
the exception of one large disk, they range in diameter from 1.8 Lo 3.0 incb·,
and in thickness from 0.6 to 1.25 inches. The weight ranges from 1 to 6 ounct".
It is most unlikely that such well-made disks were designed for sinkers. Rath{'l
it is probable that they were the balance disks for teetotums or drills. Nor alt·

the remaining 12 very convincing. Most of them are more or less globular with

a hole drilled through the smaller end. One perfect specimen (B.238) is identic;"
in shape with the northern type of New Zealand sinker. and probably came £r"111
there. Two are cylindrical sections, one is a throwing disk, and one is a converl"./
food pounder. All bUL three made of reef rock are of vesicular basalt. Tht·,

range in weight from 4 ounces to 2 pounds 4 ounces; but one of large, irreguLII
shape w'eighs 6 pounds 14. ounces.

It is evident that the Hawaiians preferred grooves to perforations in tlw
making of sinkers.

BREAD-LOAF SINKERS

Bread-loaf sinkers are a specialized form peculiar to the Hawaiian IslaTl<L.
and their established use is indicated by the collection of 73 ill the MuseulI'
They have hcen likened to a loaf of bread because the upper part resembles lilt
top of a loaf in shape and the lower part is shorter and narrower, as in a lo;d
of bread. The upper part of the sinker is convex lengthwi_e. and in the seri.·

it ranges from 1.7 to 4 inches. It is also curved from side to side; and the mil\1

lllum width, which is toward one end, ranges from O. <) to 2.4, inches. A continu(,"'
groove on both sides and around the ends separates the upper and lower parl

In a few sinkers, the broader end has been cut down vertically, eliminating tIll'

groove at that end. The length of the lower part is usually 0.3 inch shorter thall
the upper part, and its width is 0.4, to 0.7 inch narrower than the upper pail
The under surface of the lower part is straight and Hat, wiLh a median gro()\,

extending along its full length. The weights range from 3 to 13 ounces. Of flit
series, 11 are made of reef rock; the rest, of basalt. (See figure 235, c.)
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According to the Museum catalog. a number of the sinkers were for the
lip nets used for catching lIhu ('upena uhu), and it is evident from their shape
hat the hottom, grooved surface was fitted against the lower ends of the rod
;preaders of the nets. Furthermore, it is probable that they were used on other
:orms of the dip net. A cord was tied to the rod at one end of the sinker, made
ongitudinal turn along the lateral grooves. and crossed obliquely around the
rod at each end. The grooved under surface of the bread-loaf sinkers could well
be fitted to the bottom rope of some nets, but I have no evidence that they were
,0 used.

One of the squid lures in the Museum collection has a bread-loaf sinker fitted
and lashed to the wooden stem of the lure; but as the squid lures had their own
specialized form of sinker, it is likely that the bread-loaf sinker was used as a
makeshift. One-third of the sinkers was collected on Lanai. All the other islands
are represented, except Kauai.

PLUl\-lMET SINKERS

Plummet sinkers (pohakialoa). another specialized Hawaiian type of sinker,
were made to carry lines down to the bottom of deep fishing grounds. Kamakau
describes them as being made like poi pounders but with the upper ends nar
rowed and surmounted by a small knob for the attachment of the line. In addi
tion, the hottom end is globular instead of Aat (fig. 235. d), resembling a large
plumb reversed, the small end uppermost.

In the Museum series of 35 plummet sinkers, the weights range from 1 pound
14 ounces to 5 pounds 9 ounces. with the exception of one unfinished specimen
which weighs 1.5 pound. The ave-rage weight is 3.5 pounds. The length, includ
ing the top knob. ranges from 4.1 to 9.8 inches, with an average of 6.5 inches.
Some of the sinkers are ahllost circular in section; but usually the maximum
cross diameters diner slightly, a fair average heing :~.5 inches. Two sinkers are
convertcd poi pounders. A unique sinker (4"gm, 6.'15 inches long, has two gill
like prujecliulls toward the luwer end: and this may have been a fish-god symbol
to ensure good luck. The terminal knobs in the well·finished sinkers are re
markably small. In one of the larger specimens (1452), 0.2 inches long and 3
pounds 1 ounce in weight, thc knob has a diameter of 0.5 inch and a length of
only 0.2 inch. Many of the knobs have pieces broken off; but in 2;_\ of 2() meas
urable knohs, the lengths range from 0.2 to 0.0 inch. In the remaining six they
range from 1 to 1.5 inches. The diameters, however, vary greatly, ranging from
0.5 to 2.7 inches. All have constricted necks for tying the line. Most have rounded
ends. but a few arc Hat. A few of the wider knobs have a vertical groove, and
one has two crossed grooves. Except for one sinker of reef rock, all arc made
of basalt.

In addition to the large plummets, the collection contains five smaller ones
which weigh from 1 to 14 ounces. Though they follow the shape of the larger
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sinkers, they were evidently made for fishing in shallower waters. Of the"
three are made of reef rock; two, of basalt.

The large plummets were for use in the deepest fishing grounds, 400 fatho""
or so, and particularly, for lines carrying 10 or more fishhooks. These d("';'
grounds are termed pohakialoa by Kamakau, and it is probable that they weI ..
so named after the plummet sinkers because the term, meaning long stone,
descriptive of the specialized sinkers.

HOOK-AND·LINE CONTAINERS

In the rest of Polynesia, including New Zealand, fishermen usually kl 1'1

their hooks and lines in plaited baskets; but in Hawaii, plaited baskets wer.'
displaced by the general use of gourds as containers. Small gourds were u;;ed
for hooks and large gourds for fishing lines, but some of the intermediate siZtO,
were used for both hooks and lines. Of 50 containers in the Museum collection.
23 are for hooks and 27 for fishing lines. All these containers are fitted with
covers, attached by various methods.

HOOK CONTAINERS

Hook containers (ipu Ie'i) are of two types, one with both container and
cover made out of gourds and the other with a wooden bowl and a goUtd
cover. In six containers of the first lype. the heights of the gourd bowls ranlW
from 4 to 7.75 inches and the greatest diameters range from 4.25 to 6 inche'.
The heights of the covers range from 1.75 to 2.75 inches; and the maximullJ
diameter, from 3.5 to 5.5 inches. The rim diameters of the howls are less than

their maximum diameters, and the rim diameters of the covers are 0.5 to 1 inell
greater than those of the bowls they cover. Thus the covers slip easily over til,·
bowl rims. The covers are fastened with a short net surrounding the gourd all'!
fixed to holes in the gourd or to the upper band of an 'aha hawele Suppoll
(fig. 236, a).

Of the second type of hook container, the Museum has 17 specimens, ead,
with a wooden bowl mostly of kou, and a gourd cover. The bowls are well mad•.
and most of them are fairly small. Their heights range from 4.1 to 8.25 inche~:

their greatest diameters, from 4.5 to 6.75 inches. However, one exceptional bo\\1
has a diameter of 9 inches. The gourd covers vary a good deal in size. Mall)
are low, like the covers of type 1, with a height range of 2 to 4 inches; bUI

others range from 4.1 to 8.25 inches. The maximum diameters of the whol,'
series range from 4..75 to 9.25 inches.

The covers of the second type are fixed in five dilIerent ways. One is fastene.!
with a single string, another is carried in a bag, and three have koko nets similar
to those used for carrying food bowls. The remaining 12 covers are fixed witll
a short net attached to the bowl in two different ways.
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roots, flowers, seeds, or fruit of 15 local plants. A certain amount of magic ell

tered into some of the recipes, such as one which was made from exactly fi\"('
'ilima flowers. One more or one less flower was held to render the preparatior.
useless. Foreign ingredients introduced in later times figured in six preparation:"
-red pepper, cinnamon, painkiller, kerosene, tobacco juice, and last but proba
bly not least, a few drops of brandy or other available alcohol. I n one recipe, saIL
was added to the ink sac before it was cooked.

This bait was applied to the tip of the hook and was held to be very at
tractive to fish. Emerson lists] 6 kinds of fish which were caught with the ink
bait and states that they were all small fish found near the shore. Thus the hooks
used were small hooks requiring slTlali portions of bail and the paste made
from Olle ink sac was sufficient for the day's fishing. The small quantity of
bait needed also accounts for the small size of the mortars used in its prepara
tion.

STONE BAIT MORTARS

The small stone mortars (palLo) used for pounding (lcu'i) or mixing the
squid-ink bait amI some other ingredient were descriptively termed polw I.u'i
palu_ The Museum collection cuntains 72 such mortars, of which some are not
quite finished. With regard to material. 75.4. percent are made of vesicular
basalt; "14.5 percent, of reef rock; and 10.1 percent, of r]f'se-grained basalt.
The specimens made of close-grained basalt are 'ullimaika (throl",ing disks)
which have a shallow circular cup formed on one surface. Those made of

b

c

FIGURE 2·W.--a, stOlle bait martins: b, coconut-shell mortar.; c, wooden bait pestles.

-
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vesicular basalt and reef rock are circular in shape with rounded nrns and the
bottom sufficiently flattened to enable them to rest upright.

An analysis of their measurements shows that they were comparatively small
and shallow. The heights range from 0.5 to 2.5 inches with the great majority
between 1 and 1.9 inches. Being mostly circular, their cross diameters are the
same, except for the few that arc slightly elliptical in shape. The greater diameters
range from 1.7 to 3.6 inches with the majority around 2.5 inches. The depth
of the shallow circular cavities is evenly distributed between 0.1 to 0.9 inch,

with only five specimens between 1.0 and 1.3 inches. Their weights range from
2 to 13 ounces. the majority ranging between 5 and 6 ounces. Two, however,
weigh 20 and 24 ounces respectively. From their light weight, it is evident that
the mortar could be helrI in the left hand while the pestle was worked with the
right haneJ.

A cavity on each surface was found in 16 mortars, of which 11 were from
Lanai. Examples are shown in figure 240, a.

COCONUT-SHELL BAIT MORTARS

An alternative form of bait mortar was made by cutting off the distal, or
pointed. end of small coconut shells. They were easily produced, with a ready
made cavity. In the Museum collection of 15, the heights range from 1.1 to 2.7
inches. averaging 1.7 inches. The rim diameters range from 2 to 3 inches, with

an average of 2.6 inches (fig. 240, b). The short points which project from the
natural shell have been cut oII to form evenly rounded bottoms. Many of the
specimens have been polished and are dark in color.

WOODEN BAIT PESTLES

Small wouden pestles i la'au In/i paltl) were used with both the stone and
coconut-shell mortars. In 17 specimens. the lengths range from 4.9 to 7.4 inches,
with an average of 6 ..3 inches. They are round in section, and the diameters in
the middle range from 0.5 to 1.0 inch, with an average of 0.7 inch. Most are
much the same thickness throughout their length, but a few are enlarged toward
the rounded end used in mixing the bait (fig. 240, c). One abnormal, double
ended pestle is 8.9 inches long.

BAIT STICKS

Bait sticks tla'au melomelo'l were made of hard, heavy wood that would
sink. such as kauila, koai'e, 'a'ali'i, or pu.a. They were usually cut from a section
of the natmal branch with the bark removed, many retaining the natural grooves
and hollows. One end of the section was rounded and the other end was trimmer]
down to a point which was finished off with a small rounded knob, to the con
stricted neck of which the lowering line was attached. In- shape they resembled
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SPEARING

357

Squids were speared in the shallows and about rocky ledges, where, accord
ing to Kamakau, they were countless in number and "the air was foul with
them." These squid habitats were protected by a closed season, or tapu, which
lasted four to six months after a han branch was set up some time in January
or February. During this closed season, it was prohibited for women to go to
the beach or to fish with nets. Only the Iconohiki (overseer) and the watchmen
were allowed on the beaches.

When the closed season neared its end, the watchmen made preliminary ob
servations to det(~rmine whether it was time for fishing. Kamakau writes that
at high tide the squid moved along the edge of the sea in files, marching as in
procession, the tentacles arched and the holes in the head stretched out and used
like gills, the blow tubes sucking and blowing like pumps as they swam along
like real fish. At low tide, the whole sea floor was furrowed with burrows
scattered in all directions and the squids Jay spread out flat (palaha) "like
lumps of dark earth" but moving their heads aboLit slightly. Kamakau adds that
when they saw a man, they squirted salt water at him; and if a canoe came
too close, they held it fast.

H the report of the watchers was favorable, proclamation was made that the
season was open. 1en and women went down to the sea in canoes or on foot
with light spears 1 or 2 fathoms long made from hard woods such as walahe'e,
'ulei, 'a'ah'i, and uhiuhi. The men speared squids that lay with the tentacles
sprawled out; and when speared, a squid twined its tentacles about the spear
and came out of its hole. Thc fisherman killed it by biting it between the eyes or
by stabbing it between the teeth with his spear. He strung his catch on a cord
and laid the full cord on the floor of the sea while he gathered others, as many as
four or five strings in all. When the tide carne in, all the fishermen collected their
catch and assembled at one place ashore, where the whole catch was then dis
tributed, as many as 50 or 100 to each man. Kamakau says that a greedy per
son might hide his catch in the sea and go back for it senetly when the distribu
tion was over.

LURES

KILO METHOD

The kilo method was carried out ill shallow seas, from 6 to 10 fathoms deep,
for the fisherman had to be able to see (kilo I the bottom. To become skillful,
according to Kamakau, the fisherman had to learn all the ways of the squid.
The squid that squatted outside its hole or lay there curled up in a ring was
easy enough to detect, but says Kamakau, he had to learn about the squid that
hid its burrow and built a mound of pebbles; that closed up its burrow leaving
only a long tentacle outside; that mimicked the head of an eel; that turned
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upside down exposing its teeth; that resembled a sea urchin; that mO"n:
procession; or that hid in large creVIces.

The fisherman paddled out in his canoe to a quiet place. He chewed ~., ,
kukui nut and spat it onto the surface of the water, and the oil cleared the V.;1 '.

and enabled him to see to the bottom. His implement consisted of a stick \\,' i,

a hook, a stone, and a tuft of ti leaves very like the squid lure but lackin:
cowrie shell. The stone was any rough stone of suitable size.

When a burrow was located, the fisherman lowered the implement on a ii,,,
to about a yard away from the burrow. When the squid saw the strange sto"
its tentacles crept toward it, the body came out, and it drew toward the "Iol ,

until it was directly upon it. Then the fisherman jerked the line and hooked I L.
squid. The fisherman moved about in his canoe, observing the sea bottom Wili,
the aid of lcukui nuts, of which he chewed a fresh lot for each change in positioll

a b

c

.4

FIGUR;; 242.-a, leilo squid lure; b, stone squid lure sinker; c, lure with knot attach
ment; d, lure with crossbar attachment.

If the wind blew too strongly, ruffling the water, he ceased operations and
paddled ashore.

As the squid was lured from its hole by the stone. the kilo implement may
be conveniently termed the stone lure to distinguish it from the more complex
and better-known lure made with the cowrie shell.

A specimen in the Museum collection (3,91) has a wooden stem, a stone
sinker, a bone hook, and no cowrie shell. It complies with Kamakau's descrip
tion of the stone lure except that it has no tail of ti leaves (fig. 242, a). The stem
is 5.3 inches long and 0.3 inch thick. The sinker is a circular, flat, waterworn
stone, 2.4 and 2.9 inches in cross diameters and 1.3 inches thick. One flat surface
of the stone is laid against the stem toward the front end and tied to it with an
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"lona thread. The thread is tied to the front end of the stem, passes back over
the stone in the middle line. and passes around the stem at the back edge of
iiii' stone. The longitudinal turns backward and forward over the stone run
.Iiagonally to opposite sides of the stem. After a number of turns, the lashing
IS tightened by two longitudinal turns. which are made on the under surface
"f the stone to pass around the front and back ends of the lashing as they pass
l.ctween the stone and the stem.

The hook is an attached bone point, un perforated, but with a backward
.>,tension of the hase to the stem near its far end, the lashing thread passing
around the base extension and the stem. A cord is tied to the front end of the
stem. When in use. the conI was tied to a line. It would have been easy enough
Io tie some strips of ti leaves to the far end of the stem with the hook lashing,
as was done in the cowrie lures.

COWRIE SQUID LURE

The cowrie shell (leho) gave its name to the lure, which was called leha he'e.
The process of fishing by shaking (/11) it up and down was termed llL he'e. The
cowrie lure was made primarily for fishing in water 80 to 120 fathoms deep,
much too deep for the kilo method. However. Kamakau says that squid fishing
with the lure was an aristocratic sport in which the cowrie lure was commonly
lIsed when the squids carne in close to shore.

The cowrie lure was a refinement of the stone lure, having one or two cowrie
shells on the side opposite the ,stone sinker. In the Museulll collection of 35
cowrie lures examined there is a good deal of variation. Furthermore, modern
influence is apparent in the lead sinkers and metal wire hooks used; but despite
foreign material. the methods of tying the sinkers and hooks to the stem follow
those used in the older lures. The cowrie lure is composed of five parts: a
wooden stem, a stone sinkcr, a cowrie shell, a hook. and a hackle (or tail) of
ti leaves.

The stem is a wooden rod 6 to 9 inches long and about 0.5 inch in diameter.
It is usually squared, and the lifting cord is toward its front end, with the hook
at the back end.

Apparently, the sinker was any kind of stone. Kamakau gives the folluwing
nine names as being used for squid sinkers: kornano, pll'ulwna. rnaili, polipoli,
pupulcea, kalapaiki, 'iole, kauaula, and 'o'io and stales that there were many
others. Malo 11951, p. 1<)), in a list of 24, names, gives some of the above and
adds others. The large number of names indicates the attention which the crafts
men paid to varieties of stone as they saw them.

The sinkers are elliplical in shape, with an inner flat surface and an outer
rounded surface with a longitudinal groove in the medial line of the longest
diameter. A typical sinker is 3.8 inches long, 2.9 inches wide in the middle,
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and 2.3 inches high in the middle (fig. 242, b). The flat surface is laid against
the stem at its front end and is bound to it by an oZona thread which makes
several tUTflS backward and forward in the sinker groove and around the stem
in front and behind the sinker. Next. a couple of turns are made around the
front and back ends of the lashing between the sinker and the stem. The last
turns tighten the lashing. The method is the same as for the stone lures used
in the kilo method of fishing.

The cowries were selected with great care. Kamakau lists the following four
varieties as good ones: ahi, 'oll£palaha, pauhu, and kupa. He says that the ahi,
which had well-shaped lips and was of a deep red color, was called the fire
cowrie (ahi) because it was reddened in the fire. The kllpa was a dark red
which Kamakau likens to that of "a mountain apple ripened in the shade."
He waxes eloquent about the cowrie when he states, "A well formed cowrie had
the power of attracting squid just as a heautiful woman arouses desire in a
man." The different varieties of cowrie were used at different periods of the
day: the ahi in the morning before sunrise, the 'oillpalaha and pauhu after the
sun rose, and the kllpa toward noon.

The complete cowrie shell is used, and it has front and back holes drilled
through the shell in the ~iddle line about 0.8 inch above the natural indenta
tions in the lip. The long sloping end of the shell functions as the front end.
The lifting cord. about 0.1 inch thick, is attached to the shell by means of two
holes. The fixation at the back hole is made in one of two ways. In the simplest
and most general method_ the end of the cord is pushed through from the inside
of the shell and knotted on the outside with an overhand knot. The knot is larger
than the hole and so fixes the cord at t.he back (fig. 242, c).

The second method is to lay a short crossbar of bone. 'ekaha (sea plant),
or kukui-nut shell against the outer side of the shell just below the hole. Some
vertical rounds with a thread are made over the stick and through the shell
indentation below and the hole above: then a couple of circular turns are made
below the crosshar and tied. The lashing fixe~ the crossbar to the shell, and
the circular turns raise it slightly above the surface of the shell. The end of the
lilting cord is looped around the crossbar and tied to its standing part with a
double overhand knot (fig. 242. d I .

In the knot method. the cord passes directly forward from the hack hole to
the front hole. In the crossbar fixation, the cord passes through the back indenta
tion and on to the front hole. In both methods, the course of the cord is inside
the shell. At the inner side of the front hole, a short loop of the cord is pushed
through the front hole. The cord then descends on the inside of the shell, passes
outside through the front indentation. and turns upward to pass through the
short loop on the outer side of the front hole. The slack is drawn taut, and the
lifting cord is fixed to the shell with its long end extending upward from the
front hole of the shell.
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The Museum has three choice cowries from the Queen Emma collection and
('ach has the lifting cord attached to it, with the knot fixation in two and the
"rossbar fixation in one. It is evident that a fisherman carried a number of shells
with the lifting cord attached so that he could change them on the lure to suit
the different periods of the day.

The long narrow opening of the shell is laid against the front end of the stem
opposite the sinker. It is tied in front by a thread which makes vertical turns
around the stem below and the j unction of the lifting cord to the hole above.
<\t the back, it is tied in a similar way with vertical turns around the stem below
and the knot of the lifting cord or the crossbar above. The lashings are simple
and allow for a quick change of shells. (See figure 243, a.)

FIGURE 2,1.:5.--3, 'ingle-shell Jure; h, douhle-shelJ Jure.

The hook is a curved point made from dog or human bone. It is attached
near the back end of the stem on the same side as the cowrie shell, with the curve
pointing forward. In two good lures, the bone points have an evenly expanded
base with one perforation. like the Done points of bonito hooks. They are attached
by a thread which makes several turns through the perforation and around
the stem which serves as a shank to complete the hook. Some turns of the thread
are carried forward from the perforation around the back lashing of the cowrie
shell and finish ofl with some spiral turns around the longitudinal lashing. This
lashing anchors the point and prevents it from slipping back over the stem end.
The form of the point and the two lashings are so similar to the bonito hook
technique that there is little doubt that the lure hook was copied from the bonito
hook.
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Another form of bone point has a backward extension of the base simik
to that of the points in two-piece hooks. The back extension takes the place 0

the perforation, and the lashing turns pass around it and the stem.

The hackle is a duster of narrow strips of ti leaf which are doubled around
the front of the bone point below the perforation, brought back on the short
end of the stem, and lashed to it with several turns of a thread passing around
the strips above and the stem below. On the points with a back extension, tht·
ti leaf strips are included in the lashing of the back extension to the stem and
farther back with a second lashing. The ends of the ti leaf strips bunch out fOJ'
6 inches or so.

The double cowrie lure is represented in the Museum collection by 11 speci
mens, of which, nine have metal points and two have recently made wooden
points. They both have sinkers of the bread-loaf type which properly belong j,.

nets. The double cowrie lure evidently belongs to the later period. a period of
over-elaboration. The sinker, whether bread·loaf shaped or elliptical, is tied I ..

the stem like that in the single cowrie lure; but a short vertical rod is fixed I ••

the back end of the sinker by the crossing turns of the sinker lashing. The t\\',
shells have short crossbars fixed to the back holes. The shells are filted against
each side of the stem and the sinker. The front ends are fixed by cords doubled
through the front holes and tied together below the stem in front of the sinker.
The back ends are fixed by cords doubled around the back cro sbars and t1w
vertical peg at the back of the sinker. The metal points have back extensions
which are lashed to the stem in the manner of the bone points with similar baCh
extensions. The ti leaf tail is attached as in the single cowrie lures. The liftini!
cord is tied to the front of the stem about 0.5 inch from its end. One of the
double cowrie lures (3800) is unique in that the stem is forked behind the back
of the sinker and the shells. The front ends of the shells are tied in the way
already described, but the back ends are fixed hy cords passing through the
hack holes and around the nearest limb of the fork. Each fork lilllb supports ,l
single metal point and the usual ti leaf tail (fig. 2,1,3, b.)

The modern lead sinkers are more circular and flatter than the elliptical stone
sinkers, but the back is grooved in the middle line for tying to the stem in tlw
same way as the stone sinkers.

The metal points are made of wire or nails with a back ext.ension heiore the
point curves upward at an angle. In some single points the extension end i~

beaten out flat to form an end enlargement to keep the lashing from slipping
back. The double metal points are made by doubling a piece of wire in the
middle to make a double back extension, then bending each piece upward and
outward from each other to form two separate points. The double hack extensin!.
is lashed to the stem as in single points.

Kamakau writes that the days of Ku and Ole were the days when the squid
were attracted by the merry dancing of the cowrie and the sinker, the cowri,-
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being the wife and the stone sinker, the husband. The fisherman tied the lifting
cord of the lure to a line and let down two lures, one held by the toes and the
other by the right hand. With the left hand, he used the paddle to keep the
prow to windward. He jerked the two lines up and down to attract the squid;
and when a squid pounced on the cowrie, the fisherman knew by the weight on
the line and gave the line a jerk to impale the squid on the hook. If the squid
was caught on the toe line he transferred lines; and as he drew up the squid
line, he held it away from the canoe to avoid tangling with the other line. He
lifted in the squid, pierced it with a light spear, threw it to the front of the
canoe. and lowered the line again. By this time a squid had seized the other line,
and so he went on using the two lines. In this way large catches were made. He
sometimes stopped for fear of spoiling the brightness of his cowrie by too long
immersion in salt water.

A fisherman bent on deep sea fishing but unable to obtain bait in the shallow
muddy waters after a rain was forced to get his hait out at sea. One stand-by
bait was the squid. The fisherman took a lure, dropped it in deep water and,
when the lure touched hottom, drew up the line in a couple of overhand pulls.
He jerked the line up and down and soon caught two or three squids which were
enough bait for fishing farther out for deep-sea fish.

Some lures were named after ancestors or relatives, and many are famous in
song and story. Kamakau says that some were so attractive that if they were
merely shown over the side of the canoe, "squids came climbing in."
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\\ jth a pob in front of each. The space between the players was covered with
'!lats. The persall who presided over the game called "puheoheo" and the whole

;<~~cmbly answered "puheoheo-heo." The tally keeper of one side, holding a kitu
III his hand, addressed the opposing tally keeper in a low voice, saying that the

Ull/. was a kissing kilu (leilll honi) and evidently giving the name of the player.
rile other tally keeper replied in a low tone and gave the name of a person on
Iii" side. The tally keeper then handed the killl to the two players. Each of the

{.layers chanted an oli before casting the killl. The object was to cast the leilll
\\ ilh a sliding motion across the mat and hit the pob before the other player hit
II. If the man hit the pob, his tally keeper recited a chant with a double meaning

.l(~emed appropriate, and the successful player crossed over to claim the forfeit.
The woman took her turn in playing after the man, so evidently a good deal of

I''l"iprocal kissing took place.

The term honi is the Hawaiian form of the general Polynesian term honKi
\\hich applies to the Polyncsian greeting of pressing noses. In translating honi

;1'; kiss, it is not clear whether Emerson meant the foreign form of lip pressure
or the old Hawaiian form of nosc prcssure. According to Emerson. the making

"r 10 points entitled the player to claim the same forfeit as was made in 'lime

l!llt, for the sake of propriety, the forfeit was not paid immediately but at some
Illure convenient time. The personal forfeit, however, could be avoided by pay

Inent in land or some other possession if the victor was willing. The play was
kept up until morning. and it may be assumed that others hesides the t\VO
original groups of five were allowed to participate in the game.

Bishop Museum has but two specimens labeled hlll. One is a coconut shell
I<.>::110 I cut lengthwise. 5.5 inches long. 4.2 inches in maximum diameter at the

rim, and 2.1 inches deep. The other (8<'>6) is a section of the neck of a gourd
\.\·ith an upper diameter of one inch, a hottom diameter of 6.1 inches, and a

length bl'l\\el'n the two openings of 33 indies. The gourd specimen docs not
comply with the description given hy Malo and Emerson, hence it may have
heen used for a Jlurpose other than Ihat of /.;illl, perhaps for a funnel.

KONANE

The game of /.;unane (checkers I was played on a bnard \ papa. kOT/alle) with
rows of places for two sets of men, black and white. Any doubt as to its authen

ticity as an old Hawaiian game is dispelled by the fact that it was being player!
at the time of Cuok's thi rei voyage. King (Couk, 1"184, vo!. :1. pp. ] 44-145 I

describcs the game as resembling draughts and as played on a board 2 feet
long with 23g squares arranged in rows of 14. Black and white pebbles were

moved from square to square. Ellis (U:3<.>, p. 213) also describes the game as
being played on a board about 2 feet long with "upwards of 200 squares.
usually ]4 in a row:' The two descriptions of the boards are practically identical.
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but there is a possibility that Ellis quoted from Cook as regards the detajl~

the board.
A study of existing hoards does not support any evidence of an establi,.·l,

pattern. Each of three konane boards in Bishop Museum is 26 inches long, I""
the arrangement of holes representing the "squares" for the men differs '<>11

siderably from that described by King and Ellis. The smallest board (866:1, \\11

small holes filled with white coral, has 10 rows which alternate seven and ,,'
holes, making the low total of 65 places. In this board, the central hole is inl",.!
with a human molar tooth. the crown flush with the board surface. Anol h. ,

FIGUR£: 245.-a-c, honane boards; c, from ForiJe" ewe.

board (U6i) has 12 rows of 15 holes each, making a total of 180. It is evid, i

that the holes in this board were inset with human teeth originally, but 01.1.,
those in the central hole and in 11 othel's remain in pnsition. The third bOill' i

resembles the second ill having 12 rows of 15 small holes, but the construct i·,
of the two hoards is so similar that they were probably made by the same per", 'II

The three boards have raised rims of narrow pieces fixed to the edges, and II"
boards arc raised on curved legs to a height of 4.25 to 5.75 inches. All th".
boards are of post-European make. (See figure 245, a, b.)

An old board in the Forbes collection which was found in a cave in Ha\,\;II'
with other artifacts is only 13.2 inches long and 10.2 inches wide. It is supporkd
by carved human figures to a height of 8 inches. The holes are very small and
total 156. (See figure 245, c.)
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Sets of konane holes were also made on slabs of lava and flat pieces of basaltic
I lick. Nine specimens in Bishop Museum range in length from 15.5 to 32.5

lllches, in width from 10 to 21 inches, and in thickness from 3.2 to 7.5 inches.

i )ne slab is limestone. In many the holes were worn down by previous exposure

to the weather. The normal holes are about 0.5 inch in diameter and about

0.2 inch deep. The spacing between holes is fairly regular in each slab but varies

111 the series from 1.0 to ].6 inches. In a few the alignment of rows is irregular.

Emory (l924., p. 34) counted the rows and holes in 14 konane stone slahs

"II the island of Lanai. The number of pits in each row ranged from 8 to 13,

.lllt! the rows, from 3 to ] 5. In 12 slabs the total number of pits ranged from 64
;'1 195; and in the other two they totaled 225 and 260 respectively. Emory also

found that the flat tops of boulders or the surface of a ridge near a house site

,,('re marked out for the game. The variability in the number of rows and holes

IIHlicates conclusively that there was no established number of rows and holes
for the kOT/ane boards, and cvidenLly the playing of the game was not affected
by changes in the boards. Apparently any increase in the size of the board

llierdy influf:nced the length of the game. Ellis (Ul3(), p. 213) states that konaT/e

\,as a favorite game of old men and cites a game which start.ed in the morning
_lOd barely finished before the end of the day.

The men u 'ed in the game consisted of small black and white pebbles termed
'ili 'ele'ele (black skinned) and 'ili kea (white skinned). Ellis (1839, pp. 212
:213) describes the Leach of Haloa near Ninole in Hawaii as being celebrated

fur the black and white peddles used in the game. The black pebbles were
fqrmed of close-grained hasalt and the white pebbles, of pieces of branching
,·oral. Both were gnlllnd to the requisite size and polishefl hy the constant

adion of the waves. The pebbles in the large collection in the Museum vary in

size and shape. Some RaL cireular pebhles are 1.3 inches in diameter and 0.6
inch thick. but others are thicker. and still others are spherical.

An alternati\"f~ name for the gaille was InlL and for the board. pGpall!ll. Brig
ham (1()06b. p. IU' gives a rather fanciful origin for tbe name rnu. He points

"ut that the mil was the official appointed to capture men for sacrifice or for

the ends of justice and that therefore the pa)JGml~ meant simply the hoard ur

flat surfa('e on which the /lLlL captures his men. In New Zealand, there was
neither an offi('ial executioner named nw nor a game resembling draughts.

Howe\"t~r. when draught,; \\ as introduced by Eurupeans. the Maoris took it up

with great enthusiasm. They made their own boards easily enough but used
makeshift men of picces of pumpkin rind, potato peelings, or other material. Not

having a name for the game, they had to coin one. In watching Europeans play,

they heard the word "move" frequently repeated and, concluding that was the

name of the game. coined the word mil to represent the English word "move."

It is possible that the Hawaiian mn had a similar origin.
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FIGIJltE 2·16.-a, 'UIUlIIllika: II, '1110il". or l'itchin;< di"k".

the ground only a few inches apart. at a distance of thirty or forty yards, and
between these. but without striking either, the parties at play strive to throw
their stone; at other times. the only contention is, who cun bowl it farthest
along the tahua, or fIoor."

The disks were made of various kimJs of stone I fig. 246. a I. The periphen
formed a narrow flat erlge, and the two surfaces were slightly (;(In\'eX making
the disk thicker in the center than at the edges, The convexity on each surface
was even to make the disk run true, However. Emerson, in a note to Malo's

The game of 'ull/maika, or simply maika, was played on a. prepared course
(kaILUa) with stone disks also named 'ulumaika or maika. The two methods of
play are thus described by Ellis 083<), p. 19l:::) : " ... Two sticks are stuck in

'ULUMAIKA

Early writers who saw the game did not atLempt to describe how it wa"
played. However, Emory (1924, pp. 34. 8S) had the good fortune to have th"
game demonstrated to him by Kaahaaina aihe of Kailua. Hawaii. a woman
then nearly 90 years of age and the only living person who knew the gamt'o
According to her, the middle of the board termed the pika (navel) was marked
by an inset human tooth. The row along the borders of the board was termed
the kaka'i. The board was set between the two players who laid out (kama) tIl('
pebbles on the dots.
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lext (1951, p. 221). states that some were made "one-sided" to enable them to
rollow the bend of a curved track. 1 assume that by "one-sided," Emerson mf~nns

that one side was convex and the other flat. He says that he saw a curved track
on the plains hnck of Kaunakakni on Molokai and that he had heard of two
other similar tracks.

Wooden disks were used in the Cook Islands (Buck, ] 944a, p. 252), and
dlildren played with disks cut from green breadfruit. In Samoa (Buck, 1030.
p. 565) thruwing disks were made of cornl or green breadfruit. A circular slice
of brearlfruit, 1.5 inches thick in the center, was trimmed at the edges to make
it 0.25 inch thinner at the periphery. In Hawaii the breadfruit was also used in
its half-grown globular form, according to Emerson (Malo, ] 951, jJ. 22]), and
he contends that the '/l11L (breadfruit I wns used first and that the stone disk
termed maiko. was made later. The process of evolution is evidenced in the name
'u lwnaika.

PITCHING DISKS

A numlier of stlme disks in the Bishop J\1useum collection are cataloged as
quoits without further details. 1 ha\'e gathered no information about a pitching
game from Hawaiian sources. but fortunately Cook (1784, vol. 2, p. 237) has
the following reference: "They rthe Hawaiians] also use, in the manner that
we thruw quoits_ small, flat, rounded pieces of the writing slate, of a diameter
of the howls, but scarcely a quarter of nn ineh thick, also well polished." But
the bowls which Cook mentioned were the 'ulumaika (throwing disks) which
he had just describeJ.

Of the 16 Museum artifacls labeled "quoits," 11 are flnt, circular disks,
resembling maika except that the two surfnces are flat instead of convex. Seven
are of vesicular hnsnll or lava. four of p:ray basalt aml unpolished. They range
in diameters from 1.5 tu 3.3 inches, in thickness from 0.6 to 1.2 inches, and in
weight fI'oIII "2 to 7 ounces.

A group of four disks forms a diHerenl class. They are circular in shape,
with a dianwter ranging from 2.'-;- to ;1.1 inches. One surface is perfectly nat,
the other com'ex, and they meet at the circumference in n sharp edge. The thick
ness in the center ranges from 0.7 to 0.9 inch. They are nil of close-grained gray
basalt. and a peculiarity in all four specimens is a small well-formed notch on
the edge of the disk. This notch fits against the forefinger and appears to suit
a back-hand pitch with a spin. The disks. except for their smaller size and the
notch, resemble the shape of some of the canoe rubbers. (See figure 246, b.)

A single disk (13.%31). with both surfaces convex. has a sharp edge and
no notch. It too. is mnde of gray hasnlt, but is larger than the other disks. Its
diameter is 5.3 inches: its thickness in the cenler.. 1.6 inches; and its weight,
2 pounds.

Except for the biconvex disk. all the specimens are light; so if they were
used for pi!J;hing, it was probably for a short distance onto a mat, like the
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wooden pitching disk of Mangaia, termed tupe (Buck, 193,t, p. 254). In Samoa
coconut-shell disks, also termed tape, were pitched onto a mat in the game of
lafonga (Buck, 1930, pp. 563-564).

This excellent: description by an eye witness leaves nothing to add but a
query as to lhe sy::;lem of counting. David .!VIalo (1951, p. 222), in his meager
account of the game, states that the farthest throw counted and that "he who
first scored ten won the game." The sy::;tclll of counting 10 win::; on:urs in other
parts of Polyne:3ia and is probahly correct for Hawaii.

Some confusion exists in Museum records as to the terms pahe'e and rnoa
applying to the same game. \Vhereas Ellis describes the oart;; used as heing
2 to 5 feet lung. there are in the Museulll ('o1!eetinll seven dart:3 ranging in
length {rom ;34..5 to 67 inches. They confurm to Ellis' description in heing
thickest about 6 inches from the point ann then t.apering oJI to t.he other end.
Their greatest diameters range from 1 to 1.;:) inches. Some are cataloged as ihe
pahe'e (ihe, spear), which is an approlJriate term, based on their shape and
length. On the other hand. some of them have been termed moa sticks.

Also in the Museum collectioJl and cataloged as moa sticks are 13 short. thick
darts, resembling the pahe'e spears except for length. They range in length {rom
10 to 22 inches. the majority being around 14 inches. They are thickest toward
the point and taper off toward the other end. Their greatest diameters range from
1 to 2.4 inches. The Andrews-Parker dictionary (1922). with its usual lack of
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Pahe'e was played with darts or javelins thrown along a prepared level
ground termed a kahua pahe'c. The dart was thrown underhand so that it slipped
or slid along the course, hence the name of pahe'e (to slip, or slide). Ellis 08;39,
pp. 197-198) saw the game being played on a course 50 or 60 yards long and
writes that it was a favorite amusement with farmers and cOlllmon people in
general. He describes the game as follows:

The p;ihe is a blunt kinu of uart, varying in len_nh from two to live feet. and thickest
about six inches from the point, after which it tapers gradually to the other end. These
darts are made with much ingenuity, of a heavy wood. They are highly polished, and
thrown with great force or exactness along the level ground. previously prepared for the
game. Sometimes the excellence of the play consists iu the uexterity with which the pihe
is thrown. On these occasions two darts are laid at a certain distanee. thrcp. or four inches
apart. and he who, in a given numher of times, throws the dart most frequently between the
two, without striking either of them, wins the game. At other times it is a mere trial of
strength; and those win, who. in a certain numher of times, throw their darts farthest. A
mark is made in the ground, to designate the SPlit from which they are to throw it. The
players. halancing the pahe in their rii:ht hane!' retreat a few yards from this spot, and then,
sprini:ing forward 10 the mark, dart it alonl" the ground with great velocity. The dart, remain
wlwrever they stOI>, till all are thrown, when the whole party run to the other end of the
floor, 10 see whose have been the most su(;(;cssflll throw,. This latter I"ame is very lahorious;
yet we have known the men of whole districts erwai:e in it at once. and have seen them
playinl" several hOllrs together, unuer the scorchilW rays of a vertical sun.

374
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SLEDDING
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Sliding down a hillside on some object which prevented abrasion of the

skin was common throughout Polynesia and New Zealand. The simplest form

of sled was the leaf-head cluster of a ti plant with part of the stalk. The individ

ual sat on the leaves and held the stalk which was passed forward between the

legs. This form of ti-Ieaf sled was used by boys in Hawaii, but adults de

veloped the pastime into the aristocratic game known as !Lolua, which called for

a highly specialized sled and carefully constructed runways. Traces of old run

ways are to be seen throughout the islands; but the wooden sleds have vanished,
save for one sled and some runners preserved in Bishop Museum.

The game is somewhat briefly described by Malo (1951, p. 224.) and with

more detail by Ellis, who found the pastime in practice in several places during

his visit in 1823. He describes the sled as follows (1839, pp. 299-300) :

... The papa, or sledge, is composed of two narrow runners, from seven to twelve or
eighteen feet long, two or three inches deep, highly polished. and at the foremost end taper
ing oil from the under side to a point at the upper edge. These two runners are fastened
together by a number of short pieces of wood laid horizontally across. To the upper edge of
these short pieces two long tough sticks are fastened, extending the whole length of the
cross pieces, and live or six inches apart. Sometimes a narrow piece of matting is fastened
over the whole upper surface, except three or four feet at the foremost end, though in gen
eral only a small part for the breast to rest on is covered. At the foremost end there is a
space of about two inches hetween the runners, but they widen gradually towards the hinder
part, where they are distant from each other four or five inches....

The complete sled in the Museum (320) is old. Some wornout lashings
have been replaced with trade string, and others are missing. Also, the malting

cover has decayed in parts, but enough remains to indicate the original con
struction of the sled.

The runner;, are 11 feet 6 inches long: amI their width or depth at the front
holes is 2.3 inches; in the middle, 2.3 inches; and at the aft end, 2 inches. The
maximum thicknes;,es at these three points are 1 inch, 1.1 inches, and 0.6 inch,

whereas the thickness at the upper edge at the same points is 0.6, 0.6, and 0.4
inch respectively. The lower eclge is rounded off for smooth running. Below the
upper edge 11 pairs of rectangular holes have been pierced for the lashing of a
similar number of cross pieces. The distance between the fore and aft holes in

dicates the length of the platform, which is 8 feet 6 inches. The aft ends of
the runners are cut vertically just behind the aft pair of holes. The fore ends of
the runners extend beyond the front pair of holes for another 3 feet and curve

upward to end in a short horizontal piece 7.5 inches long, 0.5 inch deep, and 0.5

inch thick. The forward curve and horizontal piece resemble the pattern of
the fore end of a canoe outrigger float, from which they were undoubtedly
copied. The upward curve prevents the fore end of the runners from digging
into the runway (fig. 249, a).



The cross pieces consist of an upper horizontal bar with a downward projell

ing leg on each side to fit onto the upper edge of the runners alJove the pain-"
holes. The upper bars al'erage ahout O.B inch in depth and o.n inch in thi('~,

ness. They extend outward slightly beyond the outer edge!' of the legs. with which
they form external notches. The legs are about O.B inch thick by ] to 1.2 indH'~

wide ano about 1.1 inches in lengt h. 'fhe upper edge of the ('fossbars is thus 1.<l
inches above the upper edge of the runners. The outside width between the lep....
of the erossbars regulates the width hetween the runners. which are 3.7 inche"
apart in the front eross pieel'. tj'.4 inches apart in the miodle. and <1.75 inche~

apart in the aft cross pieec. The forward inward slant of the runners brings the
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fOrll ard ends d(J~er. II itb an int('['I"(:ning space of 2.5 indw". As the eros;; pieces
were placed in po;;ition. they were lashed to the runners by a cord which
passed from Witllllut il1\\ anI th['ough one runner hole. nossed diagonally over

thc top ('.f the ("ross pi,:("c to elller the ",e("ond hole from without inward. and

then crossed the flrst diagonally abo\"(: the eross piece to enter the first hole

froJll without·. By repeating the turll::; on each ;;ide. the (Ttl"''' piece \\·as firmly

bound to the two runners.

The two rails, I\hich rest on the ouler ends of the crossuars. are rounded

poles g feet U inches long, projecting an inch beyond the fore and aft cross·

bars. They are O.S inch thick at the fore end and gradually increase to 0.3 inch

at the aft end. The rails are fixed the proper distance apart by a number of

pieces of split bamboo which are 0.5 inch wide and range ill length from 4.9
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to 5.5 inches. The bamboo pieces are lashed to the under side of the rails at. in

tervals of 1.5 to 2 inches. Corresponding in position to the front of each

crossbar on the runners_ lunger ham boo pieces with lozenge-shaped ends takt~

the place of the other Gamboo type. All were lashed to the under side of the

rails, with the slightly concave inner surface upward, by a fllle two-ply cord.

The cord was looved around the long pieces and crossed diagonally above the

rail. in four turns and then made a horizontal turn around the lashing between

the rail and the bamboo piece. The cord was carried on to the next ordinary [?]
piece, formed loops around the ham boo piece on the outer and inner sides of the

rail and over it. and after a horizontal turn around the lashing. passed on to the

next piece. In this \\ ay all the hamboo cross pieces were lashed and the two

rails fixed in relation to each other. The ends of the short bamhoo pieces were

flush with the outer side of the rails hut the lozenge-shaped ends of the longer

pieces projected beyond t helll.

'-E!:\.--'...... _. _ ~ ~ .2-.
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FiCIIH~; 2S0.· floilia ,led: a, detail, of construction, showing (1) side rails. (2) hamboo
n,,'s pic.."". 1:1, flIt'd ian har. (4/ ~lel1der rods /ied to median bar, 15. 6) cross pieces; b,
('overed medi;Ju frame; (", lechnique of wrapping rails.

A space 0.5 inches long was left clear of bamboo cross pieces at a distance

of ;) feet :~ inches from the front cross piece. The space was treated to form

side openings, as shown in figure 250 and described below.

In the framework (a) the side rails (1. 1) and two bamhoo cross pieces \2. 2! at. each
end bound the ,!>ace. The outside width between the rail~ (1. 1) is 5.2 inl"he". and the len:>;th
between the nearest. cross pieces is 6.5 inches. A ham boo piece (3). "imilar to the cross
pieces but 9 inches long, is laid in the middle line on the pairs of cross pieces (2, 2) at each
end and tied to them. Two slender, pliable rods (4,4) are tied by their middles t.o the middle
of the median hal' (3), one on either side, and their ouler ends are tied to the nearesl ("[o,s
piece (2. 2) on each side. The two curved rods arc fixed by two cross pieces (5, 6) of
bamhoo lashed t.o them and lhe median piece. This completes the frame.

The median frame has a piece of thin. pliahle leather "ewed over the original matting
(/,). The middle parI is ClIt to shape, and the curved borders are sewed to the curved side
rods. Thu, semi·elliptical openings are formcd to enable the rider'." hands to gra,p the side
rails (1. ]) .
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The rails are wrapped with spiral turns of white tapa and also thin blue cloth. A mat
ting cover with 12 wefts to the inch is spread over the upper surface of the rail frame in
front and behind the hand-grip openings. The side edges of the matting are carried around
the rails, enclosing the ends of the bamboo cross pieces, and overlapping on the under side (c).

A long thread is laid longitudinally on the upper surface of the matting
in the angles formed with the side rails. Another thread is run along the under
surface and, in the intervals between the cross pieces, is pushed up through the
double thickness of matting, making tight cross loops over the upper thread,
and thus sews the overlap together and fixes the matting. Where the long,
lozenge-pointed cross pieces occur, the malting is pushed in over the points to
lie close to the rail and the lozenge-pointed ends project outside the malting.
(See figure :249, b.1

The platform formed by the two rails and the matting cover was now laid on
the crossbars connecting the runners. The projecting ends of the lozenge-shaped
cross pieces filled against the front of the crossbars with thei r projecting
notches. Though the lashings have completely disappeared, there can be no doubt
that cords were tied around the notches in the baml>oo ero"s pieces and the
corre"ponding notches in the crossbars. The long bamboo cross pieces were not
used with the front and aft crossbars_ fur firmer lashings were made around th,>
project ing ends of the side rails and the end crosshars. The completed sled
(fig. 2511 is unique in its narrow width which required the greatest skill to
manipulate.

FIGutn: 251.-,-CoH1Plete "Jed.

The detached runners in the Bishop Museum eolleetion consist of twu matche·1
pair" and three "ingles. The lenglh of the runners_ including those of the con'
plete sled. range from 11.C> to 1:-\.:) feet. The widths, or depths. at the forem<>"
pair of holes range frum 2.1 to 2.; inches: in the middle_ from 2.1 to .).'
inches: and at the aft end. froll! :2.0 10 2.-1. inehe". The thicknes" varies in til<
same runner, the range being (HI to 1.:-:\ inches. The upper edge thins oll wilt,
a rangc of 00'1. to O.~) indw:". und the lower edge is rounded in all runners.

The rectangular hules for the cross-piece lashings, arc ahollt 0.:\ inch belp,,,
the upper edge and are spaced in pairs with. usually_ a single hole at the for.
end. The holes arc 0.5 inch horizontally and (l~\ inch vertically with an inten;d
of 0.5 inch het ween the pair. In one runner {C.5SJ(2). pairs and singles a l

ternate, with six pairs and seven singles. In the series of six runners. the numh"l
of cross pieces provides for ranges of 11 to 15 and the spacing of holes rang<
from 7.75 to 10.15 inches. The last holes are close to the aft end of the runner,,'
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and the total distance between the fore and aft holes, \rhich denotes the length
of the platform, ranges from 3 feet 6 inches to 10 feet 6 inches.

The fore ends of all the runners follow the patlern of tlw complete sled,
sloping gradually upward and ending in a short horizontal projedion. The
uncurved length in front of the fore holes ranges from 2 feet· g jnches to 4
feet, of which the short horjzontal part ranges from 6 to 10 inches.

According to Malo (1951, p. 224), the woods used for the runners wcre
mamane and uhiuhi.

The sledding track (kahua fw/ua) was made on the side of a hill by building
up rocks for the foundation and then covering them with earth which was
beaten down hard to form a level sloping surface. When in use, the surface
was covered with grass to facilitate the smooth running of the sled. The track
\I'as narruw with room for only one sled at a time, and it ran out onto the plain

FIl;UgE 252.-Hoil/a track at PUll Hinahina, Hawaii.

below. The If>ngth of the track depended upon the length of the slope of the
self:ded hill. The picture of a track at Puu Hinahina, South Kona, Hawaii.
shown in figure 252. gives some idea of the construction.

According to Ellis (W39, p. 300), the person about to slide grasped the sled
firmly hy the right hand grip, ran a few yards to the starting place. grasped
the other hand grip with the left hand. threw himself forward with all his
strength, falling flat on the sled, and slid down the hill. His hands retained their
hold on the hand grips, and his feet were braced against the last no"s piece on
the rear end of the sled. Much practice and skill were necessary to keep an
even balance. An expert could slide with velocity and apparent ease for 150 or
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200 yards down the gradual slope of the hill. and the velocity carried the sled
for some distance along the flat at the end of the descent. I n competitions, the
sled that went the farthest won. The tracks were too narrow to admit of rac1l1g
to a side by side start or to allow of one sled passing another.

A form of wooden toboggan with the fore end turned upward has been
described for New Zealand by Best (1 1)25, p. (3). One of the Maori names given
to it is horun, which is dialectically identical with the Hawaiian ltOIUll.

SURFING

From remote times, Polynesians have shown their mastery of the waves
tnalu) by riding them no matter how high or how rough. Body surfing without
boards was termed kaJw nalu by the ancient Hawaiians; but it was with hoards
that surfing lhe'e Tlalu) reached its unique development in Hawaii. where it
is slill a popular sport. In other parts of Polynesia the boards were compara·
tively short and were clasped with the arms while the hreast rested on the aft
end. In Hawaii the boards were larger and experts could kneel Ill' sland erect
upon lhem as lhey rode the forward slope of the high waves.

J-iawaiian surfboards (pllpa he'e nalu) were divided into two classes, the
shorter termed alaia and the longer termed 010. Ellis t 18:~l), p. 36~)·:~71) de
scribes the boards he saw on the island of Hawaii as being '"generally fi\(~ Ill'

:six feet long. and rather more than a fool wide. somelimes flat. but mlllT
frequently convex on both sides ... usually made of the wood of the erylhriwl
(wiliwili), stained quite black, and preserved with great care." He adds that
after use they were left in the sun until perfectly dry. ruhbed with coconut oil.
and hung up in the dwelling house. Not infrequently they were wrapped in doth.

Tom Blake. who wrote a book on the Hawaiian surfhoard I I();\S). noles that
lhere is c;onsiderabll~ variation in descriplictns IJY various ;.llItltoritie;; with rq.wrd
to the wood from which the two types of boards were made. The consensus ap·
pears lo I.e thaI the shorter alain hoards were ()riginally made of !'-oa or bread.
fruit wood and the longer 010 boards were of wilill'ili. which is very light.
To this general rllie. there were exceplions. as in the shorl boards made of

ll'l"liu,ilt: described by Ellis and the two long 010 boards made of 1.:0(/ which be·
longed to Chief Paki and which are now in the Bishop Museum. The Bishop Mu·
scum collection consisls of 25 I'oards ranging from a child's hoard oj hreadfruit
wood. :~4.2S inches long. weighing :2 pounds }O ounces to a modern redwooJ
l!Oard.li feet :2 inches long. weighing 1/4 pounds.

The a.laia hoards evidently ranged from 6 to l) feet. A fair specimen 12'):3 I

is one colleeted hy J. S. Emerson in Kailua, Hawaii, in Ul05 I fig. :253, a). It is
6.5 feet long. 0.6 inch thick, and weighs 11 pounds. The fore end is eun"e;)
convexly. the aft end cut ofT square. The widest part near the fore end is 14.75
inches and the narrower, aft end is 10.75 inches. The wood is I.:oa.
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The short sticks, ranging from 7 to 10 inches in length, are between 0.8 and
1 inch in their maximum diameter in the middle. The ends are usually 0.2 inch
less in diameter than the middle, and this gives them a somewhat spindle-shaped
appearance, as is remarked upon by Helen Roberts. In some sticks. one end is n.l
inch or less in diameter than the other end. They are eight in number and all are
made of dark Icuu,ila wood. (See figure 266, b.)

The sticks greater than 10 inches in length range in middle diameter from
1 inch to ].8 inches, the thickest being 37.4. inches in length. Thus none of them
approaches the length or the thickness described by Ellis. However, the large
size may have been the fashion in Maui at the time. The longer sticks are prac
tically all of kall£[.a and most resemble the short sticks in that they are thickest in
t.he middle.

FOUTBOARDS. on. TIlEADLES

Fuotbuards I fig. :266. c I \I'ere used to keep time wilh the right foot in con
j unction with I he heat ing of hI n st icks (ka la'ou I. Two ~rll'cirnen~ in the Bishop
Museum are descrihedllY Bolwrts 11~26, p. 541 as 12 inches long, 7 or g inches
across the middle. and narrowed to 5 inches at the ends. They are 1.5 inches
thick in the middle and].O inch at the edges. One surface is cOllvex and the other
flat or slightly conca\·e. Some players use a nnss piece Ill'low so that the footboard
i!-' moved like a treadle.

In Conk's description of the two sticks 11784, vol. 2, p. 2;~4l he writes that
while bealing the sticks. the player beat time with his fnot 011 a hollow vessel
which lay inverted on the ground.

For some hula dances, the player stamped on a flat stone either Aat 011 the
ground or leaned against another stone.

STONE C\STr\NETS

Siune ('a~tanel" wert' used in the hula 'ili'ili. The dancer held t\\"<"1 in each
hand and dicked tlwm together during the steps of the dance. l11u(·h a!-' ('a~lallels

are used in some of the Spanish dances I fi~. 2()6. d). The name 'ifi'ili (Maori.
kiriJ.:iri J implies that the stones were water-worn pebbles in which nature had

dOll(' the shaping. However. Bishop Mu:;;eum also has three sets of ~lolles, cata

loged as having been used in the hula 'ili'ili, which are not water worn. Two

sets of heavy slones identified as hematite have been shaped and polished into

rectangular form. One stone i 112881 is 1.9 inches long, 1.7 inches wide, and

1.1 inches thick. The others are of similar shape and size. The third set (C.14)
is slightly smaller but shaped and polished in rectangular form like the others

and described as being made of manganese. Thus though water-worn pebbles

were the original form, some dancers thought enough of their material to have

them shaped from a heavier stone that probably gave forth a louder click.
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-\ good specimen figured by Oldman (1940. vol. 49. pI. ] 29, no. 549) is made
.1 IIl~avy black wood and the head-6 inches long and 4.25 inches thick-is
',,1 mcd from a natural root (ftg. 28.3. e I. This c1uh. which has a perforation
""d!" the bUll. is 12.25 inches long. Another good example in the British Museum.
1II-'IIred by Edge·Partington 11800. 1-5'7·~; I. is 10.5 inches long and ha~ a wri~l·

I'H)p perforation near the butt (fig. 28.3, J). The perforations in these two speci·
1I1,'ns appear to be round.

STONE·HEADED CLUBS

In the Hewitt collection. acquired in the Hawaiian lslands during the Van
I'ouver expedition (1790-17051. is the only perfect specimen of a stone·headed
club lashed to a wooden handle. It is figured by Read 118')2, p. 105) and de·
scribed by him as follows:

Hand club. the handle of hard brown wood. the head of ha'alt. bound on with neatly
"Iaited sinnet. This i" a vcry practical weapon. of unu5ually perfect workmanship and
11tIcommon form. It is no doubt of Hawaiian make, both from the shape of the stone head.
and from the character "f the wood forming the handle. 'Where the slone head joins Ihe
wood it is circular in section. and at the end il suddenly widens so a- 10 produee a rim
1/16 inch wide; towards the other end it ::Iradually merge" inlo a square section, each
angle being uf an o\'iform character. and the"e angles project at the end, where they arc
used to prevent the sinnet lashing from "hiftin:;.. . The end nf the handle has a plailed
rope passed through it. with a loop at the end for the wrist. and thns to prevent the weaplln
from being torn from the grasp.

It is evident from Read's illustration (fig. 284, n) that the "oviform eharac
ter" of each angle was produced hy a deep longitudinal groove made down the

b

FII;I'I<f: 2R1. Slolle-headed club,,; a, head la~lH"d In "",,,dell handle. af"'r H..",I. I,:.:
varialion, in "hare of heads.



middle of each of the four surfaces and continued over the distal end of the he;,'!
The wooden handle, round in section, is fitted to the lower end of the stone hI,.<,
The sennit lashing turns pass through two transverse holes in the wooden han·li,
near the junction and along the longitudinal grooves of the head to cross .>\.,
the far end. Three sets of transverse turns are spaced over the longitudinal turn,
the middle set probably being above the projecting rim at the lower end of tL.
head and so preventing t.he turns from slipping down. The two ends of the wri,·
loop appear to pass through on the same side of t.he hole in t.he lower end of tl"
handle and thus comply wit.h t.he common Hawaiian technique. No ment.ion
made of the shape of the hole but it is probably square or rectangular. Read gi\f'
the length of club as 9 inches and t.he width of each surface as 2 inches. This "
the only dub, so far reported, t.hat has been preserved complete with it.s wood<II
handle still attached.

The t.ype club gives the key to the ident.ification of a number of grooved stOll(
ubjects in Bishop Museum. One (478~>'l closely resembles the head of the type
specimen with four "oviform" flanges formed by four longitudinal grooves con
tinued over the distal end of the head (fig. 2H4, hI. It has a long neck which i~

rectanl,!:ular instead of circular. with the edges rounded ofT, and the lower end
has a narr()w rim or flange about 0.2 inch wide. The length of the head is 4. i
inches: the maximum heacl diameter. 3 inches: the diameter near the lower encl.
1.3 inches: and the diameter of the rim. Li5 inches. A wooclen handle could he
attached as it is in the type duh.

Another specimen ((,4-1-54), from a cave in Kohalo.. Hawa ii. has fou I' \'ery
deep grooves: but t.he distal end is somewhat pointed (fig. 28'j., c). It is 5.5 inche~

long and has a maximum head diamet.er of :i.:i inchps and a lower end diameter
of 1.25 inches. It has a marked transverse flange 2.6 inches in diameter ahove the
lower end.

1\ stone head (4656),4.25 inches long. maximum diameter :).2::> inches. has
11 grooves and flanges (fig. 284. d). The lower end has a flange l.t inches in

diameter. "'hereas above it 11 groove has a diameter of 1.6 inches. The Museum

catalog states that this is a stone to crush nani I Marinda citrifolia I. hut the lower

flange shows it was probably meant for attachment to a handle.

Three other specimens lack the lower flange Lut are hollowed out slightly.

evidently for fitting the upper end of the handle into the hollow before the lash·

ing turns were made. One well-polished specimen (47()0) is 4.2 inches long and

2.1 inches in maximum diameter. The hollow at the lower end is 0.6 inch deep

(Iig. 284, e). Another club ((.9044) is 4. inches long and 4. inches in maximum

diameter. and the shallow hollow at the bottom is 0.2 inch deep (fig. 284, /). The

third of this serie" I (.54041 is made of vesicular basalt. It is 3.5 inches long. and

the maximum diameter is 3.·1- inches. The depth of the shallow hollow is 0.6 inch
(fig. 284. gL
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STONE PIKO! WITHOUT HANDLE

Stone pikoi without handles are represented by a number of specimen

Bishop Museum, The selected type (C.:)276) is marked at its hroad end I"

median vertical groove which divides it into two rounded knohs nol unlikl> II

twu wooden specimens shown in figure 290. b, c. The length is 6.5 inches. :""
the broad end is 3.8 inches wide and 3.2 inches thick. The narrower end I

squared ofT and has a hole pierced through it for the cord. Two oblique gro')\,
radiate from the hole on each side. When found in ]1)00 in a cave in Noli!;
Kohala, Hawaii. it had a decayed olono curd 30 inches long. run twice thr<HJ~:1

the hole and separated into strands which passed along the grooves level \\ ill
the hole and were tightened between the lohes. The techniql~C is nnt clear. (S,·"
figure 21)1. a.)

c

FIl;UHE 291. --Stone tripping cluh" a-c, without handles: d-f, with handles.

I
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A stone Iwad (4mOI with an f'laborale lashing al the upper end 10 support

.1 loop is catalo~ed as a lJikni and i~ figured by Edge·Pa lti ngton I 181m. IlI·{·I).
II<lwever. the identification i~ lint very convincing, as the cord i" ll1adt' of coir

tiber instead of olona, It is inrluueu here with re~enati<lns as tn a Jlawaiian

"rigin. The stone is a natural Oat piece that has been roughly shaped. r~e(' figure

.~l)1. b.)

A third ~pe("imcn 111051). found at Waiohinu, Hawaii. was originally a stone

food pounder, After the upper knob broke ofT, a funnel·shaped hole was hored

through the neck of the pounder for the throwing cord (fig. 291. c 'I. The Icngth

is 4.1:) inches.

STONF. PIKOJ WITII HANIH.E

Stone tripping clubs with handles are represented in Bi~hop Museum by three

fine specimens. Two of them are ratalogt'd a~ newa Idul,~ 1 and tlH"Y could be

u~ed equally well as such. The selected type r ,l7[:61 is from Hunotllalino. Kona.

Hawaii. 'It has a long head wilh maximum diametprs of 2. 1) inrhe~ by 2,,) inches

in cross section, The head slopI's gradually into the handle with a slight shoulder.

the butt diameter of Ihe handl l ' hcillg 1'() by ] .25 ill(·In's, /\ larg-e funnel-shaped

hole is pien'ed tralb\er~l'ly through nf'ar the hUll end, and an end hol(-~ is

pierced from Ihe hUll end >'urfa('e to 1I1eet the tran;;n'rse holt', A !en:;lh of rope

was pa~sed through the holl·. The length or lhe cluh is 1),:2 inches. alld lhl' \I'eight

is 46 ounces (fig. 21)1. ell.

Another well·made cluj, IIOl'n') from J-.::auai was donated J,y A. ]\'1. M..T3ryde.

The head is shortl'r and IlIOI'(' cirnJ!ar thall the type specimcn. the noss diameters

heing ;-> im·hes. The far Fnd i" sonll'\lh3t flal.lclwd, Thl' head slope~ into a Ihick

handle. the I'russ diamelt'rs at tlH' hUll elld {wing If);) inelH'~ hy l.Binche;;. /\

largf' fUllnel-shalll'd Iralls\,('r"l' hO]I' Iwar thl' !,utl is lUI inch ill rliaml'tn at its

outer ('d:;l'. The length is CiA inc'hes alld the \\,pighl 7:'1 ounl'es. There i~ no cord

tl' in(licatp the spel·ial funl,tion (,f tIlt' c1l1h (fig. 2')1. e).

A third spt'cimf'lI (,!-,ns I. fro1l1 Waiml'a. I":auai. is of the flanged Iype \I'ith

four deep grno\'{~s dividing tilt, circular sl'dion of the head into four curved

flanges of which 1\10 are l)I'<lkl'n !fig. :21)1. fl. The maximum diameter hptween

two opposite flanges is 3.8 in('h('~. The Oanl!es with longitudinal COJlvex curves

meet the shaft at obtusF anf,!:!es, The shafl is rounded. the diameter at the flange

junction being 2 inches: at the butt end. 1.6 inches. A funnel-~haped hole is bored

transversely through the handle near the hutt. The total length is 12 inches, and

the weight is ;-) pounds 2 ounces. These c1uhs appear to 1)(' snmewhat short in

length and thick in the grip to have been made as hand clubs, whereas they

would make exeeJlcnt throwing cluJ,s. However, the fact remains that they could

have heen either or both.



In Bishop Museum are threc stone clubs of peculiar form which may be reo
garded as unique to the Hawaiian Islands. They averagl:" S inches in length, and
a constricted grip in the middle flares nut gradually to form two expaneled ends.
One is circular in section throughout. but the other two are slightly flattened at
the flared ends.

The circular specimen l ~1.79·~ 1. which is evidently the most advanced pattern.
has no recorded history. It is 4.0S inches long. the middle grip diameter is 1.6
inches, and each of the two end diameters is 2.5 inches. The specimen of basalt
is well made and polished (fig. 202, a).

The largest specimen (B.2604) has no recorded history. It is 5.2 inches long,
and the middle grip diameters in cross sec.tion are 1.7 inches hy 1.'1. inches. The
middle thickness of 1.4 inches is the same at both ends. but the width is 2.9
inches and ~.O inches respectively. The weight is 1 pound 5 ounces. The speci·
men (fIg. ;Z(J2. b I is not so well polished as the preceding Oll(~.

The third specimen (4703) is from Waimea. Kauai; and while it is the only
one with a recorded locality. it is also the cruelest of the three inasmuch as it is
maele of vesicular basalt (fi/1:. 292, c). It is also flattened. the thickness in the
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STONE HAND CLUBS

FIGURE 292.--u-c, stolle hand dub,.

middle being 1.7 inches and at the ends 1.8 and 1.0 inches respectively. The
width in the middle is 1./ inches which makes the grip perfectly circular. The
two ends. however. flare out to 2.0 and ;>'.0 inches respectively. The length is 5.1
inches and the weight, 14 ounces.

It is evident that these weapons were grasped by the middle grip. As the
average width of the human palm is 3..5 inches. the flared ends of the stone ob·
jects protruded both above and below the dosed palm. The ends of the weapons
are also convex, and severe or fatal blows could be delivered either forehand
or backhand.
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SLINGS

461

Slings I rna'a) were used in Hawaii as well as m other parts of Polynesia.
King (Cook. 11~4, vol. 3. p. 1521 says: 'The slings havc nothing singular about
them: and in no respect differ from our common slings. except that the stone is
lodged on a piece of matting instead of leather." The difference between matting
and leather is consideralJle from the technical point of view. However, the
statemcnt that the stone was lodged in matting conveys the information that the
pouch of the sling was plaited. Polynesians in various island groups made their
sling pouches by plaiting some fiber elements in the form of a narrow band of
the desired width and then narrowing each end by bringing the longitudinal
strips together in pairs. Thc strips were finally plaited in a three·ply braid at
each end to form the strings to the poncho In the Cook Islands and the Marquesas
the slings were made of coil' fiber.

.-- .......
/

FIGU!lE 293.·-·· a, sling of hau ba;l; b, model of "linl<; c, ,ling stone.

The Museum has no old Hawaiian sling. but one of modern make is here
described in the hope that it carries some elements from the past. This specimen
(293, a) is poorly made of strips of hou bast. longitudinal strips being crossed
by other strips in check to form a pouch 2.5 inches wide in the middle. TIlt'
pouch is narrowed down toward the ends by combining two longitudinal 51 rip,.:



SLING STONES

into single wefts. When the now elliptical·shaped pouch has reached a length of

5.3 inches, the strips at the ends are divided into three plies which are lJraided
to form the strings of the sling. The string- are O.~ wide by 0.2 inch thick near

the pouch, hut they then thin off. One string is 35 inches long; the other is

broken. This sling is described by Stokes (1<)17, p. 44), who looked upon it as a
hasty and untidy job. A second specimen (8. 7l:H) is even poorer.

A model of another form o[ sling described by Stokes 11<)17, pp. 4()·4~"), was
made in Kona, Hawaii, for Edgar Henriques, who presented it to the Museum
I fig. 2(J:), ill. The pouch is replaced by two pieces uf braid which are kepI sepa·

rate [or a length of 4.5 inches. At each end. the plies of the two braids are com·
bined in one braid fur about (l.(1 inch and then changed to three·ply twisted cords
to fnrrn the strings of the pOlich. One string, 41 inches long. ends in a large

knut; and the uther, :V) inches long, ends in a loop 1.5 inches long. The two
short braids in the middle are separated to form an open puuch un which the
spindle·shaped ::;Iing stone \\"as placed with its long axis acruss the length uf the

open pouch.

Cook (17B4, vo!. 2. p. 2·1.H I suspeded the use of slings from ohtaining "some
pieces o[ ... stone artificially made of an oval shape, divided Inngitudinally,
with a narrow gruove in the middle of the convex parL" lie was wwng in this
identification. for the piect's dt~scribed were undoubtedly the stone parI of squid
lures. HOllever. he goes on to say: "V/e likewise saw some oval piet.:es of whet
stone well polished, but somewhat pointed toward eat.:h end. nearly resemhling

in shape sOll1e stones which I~ e had seen at New Caledonia in 117'~, and used
there in their slings." This ",econd description adequately clt'scribes the shape

of the Hawaiian sling stones.
Bishop MUS('Uln has a number of sling stones collected fn»n variuus parts of

the ILlIl"aiian I",land::;. They arc spindle·shaped II'ith sharp cnd::;. and the length
Ilelwecn the ends is grealt'r lhan the maximum diameter of the middle. except
for a few which are pra.-tieally l"()uIHI from the blunting of the elld",. C()ok's
word "whel::;Lone" Illay he interpreted as sandstone, hut the Museum specimens
are made of pieces of La;;alt, trimmed artificially by grinding to an established

pattern t fig. 29:3, c) .

Of the LO ",ling stoncs e,alllined, the lengths range from l}) inches to 3.4

inches. with an merage of 2.2 inches: the middle diameLers range from 1.4.5
inches Lo 2 inrht's, wiLh an average or l.fJ inches; and the weights range [rum
2.5 tu 10 ounces. with all al'erage uf 4.4 <lllTl('es. One specimpn was practically

round.
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STJUNCLINC conus

Hawaii difTered fro III the re:,l of Polynesia in having an established public

executiuner, who was termed the 11I11. His (luLies cUllsisted of executing those
who had hroken tapu lal~·s. preparing victims for sacrifice. and removing thuse
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Though we have no clear history of the Fuller image, It IS also probable that

it completes the pair which stood on each side of the altar in the Hale 0 Keawe.

A curious type of temple image is illustrated by a specimen found buried
in mud in a rice field at Waipahu, Oahu, and now in Bishup Museum (68161.
It is a complete human figure with a rectangular headdress carved with three
ruws of triangles. The curious feature is a high rectangular slab, extending
upward from the back of the head, in which crescentic and triangular openings
are cut. The part bclow the human figure extends into a pointed prop. (See
figure ;·no.1 The side view shows that the upper head slah is a continuation of
the body and that the head is formed hy a forward projection. The lotal height

is 5 feet S.5 inches, of which the actual figure occupies 21.5 inches.
'1\,0 images of a similar type were fllund at Kahuku, Oahu. Both have the

high head slab. one plain and the other Il'ith triangular and lozenge·shaped
openings (fig. :111. II, h). I~:ach has a pllinled prop and each is more than:) feel:

tall. The image with the slab openings was destroyed by fire, and the other is
in a privatI' clll!edilln. Fortunately. Ihe ,Museulll has field plwtographs. frolll ()lIe
of which the figlln: IVas drawn. A Illuch·worn inlage of the same type. Ilbtained

from "ahoo".!\\"(: I c.~;~n,.j.) is shulln in figure ~111, c.

STONE IMAGES

Hawaiian slllne image" l/..i"i t)(llwku) are disappointing as \l'l)rks of art.

Prohahly this was due til a preference by good craftsmen for \\'ood and fealher·
wurk as wurthy symbols of their gods. Howen~r, stune was used a gond deal
to represent family or craft gods t.'lI11lllakua). Sume individuals lIere content

tu use pieces of unwurked stone. whereas others made rnugh representations of

the human figure. It should ue remembered that it was not (he workmanship
hut the prayers and oli"erings 1\ hich gal'e a material object power (mana) anrl
cunverted it inlo a gud. no malleI' what the form. Thus any individual could
make a slune god for hilllself: and the manufaelure of gods. particularly by

fi"hernwn. C'llltiIllwd for :,ume lime after the acceptance uf Christianity. On the

olher hand. many slonc imag('s were made which never functioned as gods.

Some were Ilo'ed hy the Hale Naua Secret Society established by King l\:alakaua

(0 cn:ate a lla\\aiiall atnw,:;"here ill their modern ritual, and others were madt·

for sale to collectors.

The Bish'll' !\ll1Sellll1 collection u[ stlme gods numbers 85. of which 1;) are o[

Ilnworked stone. 2g are authentic gods, and 29 are of modern manufadure.

Included are Iwu shajJcd as fish. two perforated anchors said to have functioned

as gods. one shaped like a helmet. and eight casts. In addition to slone images.

there is one piece of unwurkerl coral, one piece of worked shelL and several sea·

urchin spines with one end neatly carverl into the form of a human head. Records

uf fi\'e stone gods in other IllllselllllS \\crt: also available fur study.
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UN WORKED STONE GODS

The 15 unworked stone gods (pohaku 'aumakua) consist of fine-grained
basalt, with the exception of one piece of natural lava. Some are water-worn
beach stones, and five havc been polished to a shiny black, probably by rubbing
with oil. They range in length from 3.2 to 10 inches, except for a few which
are medium-sized boulders and one in the rough shape of a shark 45 inches long.
One specimen (325), 5 inches long, was bought on Oahu by J. S. Emerson,
who stated that scrapings from the stone were credited with warding off malign
influences ('al/maJ.-ua 'ino). However, the polished black basalt stone shows
no signs of having been scraped. Another stone (406:3 J, 3.2 inches long, was
purchased by J. S. I~lllerson at Kailua, Hawaii, in 1885 from an old fisherman
who kept it wrapped up in tapa and prayed to it to brin~ him an abundant
supply of fish. A third specimen (4067 J is a dull water-worn beach stone, 5
inches long, which was highly prized by Queen Emma, who kept it wrapped up
in tapa and in a special casket.

A very large stone, lying in the upen near a heiau at Puucpa, Kohala, Hawaii.
is credited with being a shark gud. It is I feel 8 inches long, :2 feet 2 inches wide,
and has a lateral curve. One end has a face formed by shallow grooves outlining
the margins of two elliptical eyes and a horizontally curved mouth with an
upward cOI1\'exity resembling a shark's mouth.

Most of Ihe unll'orked stone specimens functioned as fish god!' (al.-ua Imuai'al

and were symbols of Kuula. the tutelary deity of fishermen.

WORKED STON E CODS

Worked stone representing thc human form in part or in whule was tcrmed
a h'i pohaku (stone image), and it lVas only after the necessary ritual that it
became an akuo, flO/lIIkl/ (stone god I. After the genl~ral acceptance of Chris
tianity, lTlany keepcrs uf Ihe slont' gods hid them. either from lingering senti
ment or because they were afraid to destroy them hy breaking them up. Thus
they hU\'e been found in caves, in concealment cavil ies in stone piles. i;1 taro
swamps, anrl buricd underground. Some were kept by families. particularly by
fIshermen, who saw no contradiction to Christianity in keeping a good luek

talisman which increased Ihe supply of fish.

Some of the hidden g,lds are alleged to havc IJeen located when the god made

his material location known to some mcdium. A slone god in Bishop l\luseulll

(C.B815) has the following history, as toll] by James Poai to Lahilahi Webb.

James and his sister Sarah lived with an old lllan named Wahinenui at Kawai

hae, Kohala, Hawaii, in a house near a fish pond. Wahinenui became peculiar

and began to wear only a malo and a shirl. One night he \\'oke up the house

hold and told his SOli Hueu to take a net and procure three lTlullet from the

fishpond. He told Sarah to chew one lllouthful of 'awa and James to get a bunch
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of coconuts from a neighboring tree. Wahinenui wore a shirt, a necktie, a Prince
Albert coat, and a rnalo; and he had a long knife at his side like a sword. They
went to a neighbor's place 100 yards away; and none of the neighbor's dogs
barked, nor did the neighbors wake up. \Vahinenui pointed out a spot to dig and
marked the size of the hole. They dug with picks and shovels until they came
to wnter. but Wahinenui ordered them to keep on until the pick struck some
thing hard. They struck a heavy stone god and waked their neighbors to help
them remove it frolll the hole. Wahinenui poured the cup of 'awa past the mouth
of the image as an olTering, placed the three mullet before the image_ and hung
the hunch of cocunuts around its neck. Then they carried the stone inside their
neighbor's gale and left it there. Wahinenui tuld them that Ihe stone's name

~\
~.; '. .';-,

dt~,jj
FJetjHE :n:2. I..ar~e ~lllne glll!:-:,: a, Kane from Kawaihae. Hawaii (nolc htlll\)wjn~ of

~ye."; <Jnl! IllHLlth): It, frlllll Kailua. Hawaii. :;hflwing g:rtH,ved vertex: (;, fohowing head with
10\\1 llledi~1l cre~t alld t.'re:-;('entic llloulh: d, wiill pro,jeering face: e, willi rklised eye:-- and
lip. "f'N .".1" ill H.;rlin ElIHlOgr"nhic Museull1.

was 1\.ane and that he, himself. would soon die. He died three days laler. This
('vent look place in ahout the year u:tJS.

The excavated stone god is shown in figure ~n2, (T. Jt is 58 inches high.
21 inches wide. and 2~:l inches thick. It is a natural piece of basalt wilh one

cnd carved 10 fO!'ln a human head. having two round hollows for eyes and an

<'Iliplieal hollow for Ihe mOllth. The chill and neck are defined. alld the head

,danls forward from the neck.

It was an accepted teaching that if olTerings were not made from time to
lime to the symhols of Ihe gods, the gods punished the family for its neglect,
usually hy afflicting it with sickness. Thus instances have occurred in compara
tively recent limes of a sickness in a family being attributed to some stone in
its possession. As the family had kepi the stone from a feeling that its possession
gave Ihem some prrslige from ils connection with the past and as professillp:
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Christians could not very well make placatory offerings, the only course left
was to geL rid of the stone with its malign influence. The method of disposal
sometimes posed a problem. Edward Hosaka, when on the Museum stalI, was
approached by a family in such a dilemma. After they decided to throw the
offending stone into the sea olI Diamond Head, a spirit appeared in Lhe night
and said, .• Do lIot throw me into the sea for it is cold. Put me in Bishop
Museum." Thus the family got rid of its jinx and Bishop Museum received an
addition to its family of neglected gods. The 23 worked stone figures which
probably functioned as gods, may be conveniently divided inLo two groups
according to size, large and small.

The large figures, ranging from 24 to 58 inches in height:. are long slabs of
stonl~ with the upper end roughly carvl,d to represent a face, no allempt having
bt~en made to define the body and limhs. This group is illustrated hy five speci.
mens described below.

The first, with hollowed eyes and mouth, is the god Kane which was dug up
in J-:awaihae (fig. :H2, a). In the second specimen (fig. :il:2, hi the head has a

FICUI<E :~J.). :-tnali ,I"nt> I'ori, in 1\1t1'<f:unl ""11ecli,,n: a. 1.I,,1:I\I"a Vailey. 1\Jol"kai. height
JO inehc,: b, no dala. heighl 7 inche~: t·, Nuuann. Uahu. dug from lan, !l'Jldt. heil'ht ]8
i,whc-; .i, Honokaa. Hawaii. height 2] incIte•.

conical vertex. grooved horizontally and curved downward at the har·k. The
eyes, nose, and mouth are formed by hollows. This image was found in a cave
at Kailua. Hawaii, during the blasting of a road. In the third sp,""imcn {fig. 'i1.2.
c} the head has a low median crest anll a crescentic mouth, <lnd the eyes and
nose are somewhat obscure; details arc not available. In the fuurth specimen
(fig. :31:2. d I the lower part of the rectangular face projects forward, I he eyes
and mouth arc hollowell, and the Hose is raised. The last drawing (fig. 312, e).

taken from a casL (If a specimen in the Berlin Ethnographic Museum. is from
Kahuku, Oahu. It differs from the Ha\\'aii specimens in having raised elliptical
eyes; a small, raised nose; 11 hollowed moulh with a raised upper lip; and a

sharp chin.

I
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The small figures. which form a series of no fewer than 21 out of the toLd
of 2g. range in height from (j to 13 inches. with the majority between 6 and
8 inches (inclusive). An intermediate figure 21 inches high is included in this
series.

In these small figures there is little or no improvement in the treatment of
the head; but the shorter part below the head is more compact and the arms
are represented. usually by grooves. The characteristic feature of these figures
is the absence of the free individual legs which are constant in the wooden gods,
though a few have poorly represented legs marked off by grooves. Tn six of the
series only the head is depicted. one being double·headed, another having a
head on one side and a fish on the other. Most of the figures are of vesicula~'

basalt. some are fine basalt, and one head is or limestone. Some examples are
shown in figure 313, a·d.

FIr-unE 314·. :I, b, Rlone fi~h gO<!R.

FJSH FORMS OF KUUL.\

Two fishes carved in stone represent forms of Kuula. the fish god (fig. 314.).
One Museum s\)ecimen (316) was found on a shrine (ILl/aha) on Kauai. It is
made of vesicular basalt and is 0.1 inches long. 3.85 inches deep, and 2.8 inches
thick. The eyes. mouth. and operculum are defined, as are two short fins on the
dorsal edge, two short ventral fins. one allal fin. and a forked tail. When found.
it was resting on an elliptical stone stand. also in the Museum (317). The stand
is concave on the upper "urfaee. :2l inc'hes long. 12.3 inches wide. and 5.5 inches
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in depth. OHerings of food and flowers were placed in the concavity. The second

stone fish (B.6<)13) has one upper fln, one lower fin, and a forked tail. It is

5.2 inches long, ~.6 inches deep, and ] .8 inches thick.

A large stone bowl from Oahu in the Museum collection (6,<)61 was used
for offerings. Brigham calls it a temple dish. He writes (1<)0:2. p. S2) : --It was

found on 1010kai and is well kn()wn tn be an oHertorium of a rude stone fish
god which is with it in the Bishop Museum. Jts form is peculiar in that it is

very thick t6 in.1 in proportion to its diameter and has a projecting band around
most of its circumference interrupted only by the handle-like projection on
which the idol rested. The greatest diameler including Ihis hand is l:-l in .. the
least 10.5 in." [Brigham's fig. 52. p. S4-.]

!\IODERN STUNE: 1;\1,\(;£5

In the Museum series of 57 worked stone figures_ a sizeable number are
cataloged as "modern" ur "fakes" and a few cataloged merely as guds I,ear

evidence of recent manufacture. The total num],er nf these modern images in

the collection is 2<), all of them of vesicular basalt. The clean·cut lincs and fresh
appearance of the stone surfaces indicate that metal tnnls were used. Further
Illure, 16 of the 2~) are complete human figures, with head. body. and limbs
dcarly defined and with the two separated legs projecting downward in a normal
positiun. In some of these complete images the .:yes have evidently heen bored
with a drill to furm small ct)Jlical pits. diflering markedly frolll the t:ye technique

used in authentic- gods. Three specimens have nn legs and fuur have only the
head and neck. In foul'. nalural rounded stonl'S have been freshly incised tu fnrm

faces and t\\'o are fresh, unfinished specimens.

Slulle irnagl's obtained from a temple on Necker Island have 1)('t'li described
in detail hy Emury 1]()28, pp. IOO-lOS I, As the people who onCl.' lived Oil this

deserted island Hlust have glllW there fr<.>m the occupied islands uf the-Hawaiian
group, the stone images Illay repreS('llt some early stage of llawaiian culture.
On the other hall(l. their jJeculiar form may have Iwcn 11 local developnwnL

The Bishop Museum collection contains t\\'o complete images. two with the
arms bruken ofL olle with the arms and Ie).!,s hroken oil. and five fra;;mcnt". Two
perfect images in the British iVluseum were ohtained on Ncckn hy otficers of

H.M.5. Cham/>iol1 :ill Ig<H. All the ima;;cs wer<' made of vesicular hasalt JJY peck

ing, but t\\'o in the Bishup Museum series ha\"f~ had the surfaces ground smooth.
The heights of the four l3ishop ]vTuseum imag<',;; \vith legs range from I-J..S to

16,1 inches. These are shown in figllre :U5.
In making these images the craftsmen evidently starll-,d with the rounding

of the upper part of the head, leaving lateral projeetions f"r the ears. then

commencing the outward curve of the shoulders from .iust below the ears. The
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outer side of each arm is carried down vertically for the required distance.
The inner side of the arm is defined by grooves ground from the front and the
hack. a slight vertical ridge on t'he hody showing where the front and back
groO\'es meet. The free. pendent arms without hands are cut off square at about
the level of the hips.

The lower part of the face from the ears down is cut on a curve so that the
chin is well down on the chest and there is no neck. The chest and abdomen
form a continuous Hat surface in frunt w.ith a rounded project'ion at the lower
end to represent th(~ penis. The hack is also Hat, hut the lower end is curved
slightly in some illlut;es to H'j!resent Ihe gluteal region. which is grooved to in
dicate the gluteal cleft. The front and back edges, formed in separating the
arms from the hody. art: cuntinued downward to the hips and thus form flat

lateral surfal'!.~,",. As a result. tlH~ chest and ahdomen arc quadrangular In eross

section.
The legs arc separated in the middle line. having been ground from the

front and I,ack. The outer lillc of the thighs in so!ne images slants slightly out·

ward as far as the knees. where an angle is formed with the vertical legs. In

other images the thighs are \'ertical. hut a slight horizontal edge is furmed at

the knee by the hack\"ard slope of the front surface of the leg. The lower ends

of the legs arc usually trullcated. hUL in two images feet are represented by

forward projections. In onc of these there is also a short backward projection

for the heel.

The back of the head is rounded. and the car projections are trimmed
thinner vertically, rounded on the outer ends, and hollo\,'ed slightly on the front
surface. In one Museum image (,5,1.1) the ears project outward for 1.25 inches,

and their frollt concavities are "ery marked. The features of the face were
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probably the last dealt with. Two cuned edges are cut duwn to furm the eye·

brows and the naITow. raised part het\n:en forlllS the I>ridge of the nose. which

extends downward with the same narrow width throughout and finishes with a

blunt lower enrl. The eyes arc cut square in relil'f. hut some show slight rounding

at the corners. The mouth is in raised relief. with the upper horder straight and

the lower harder convex. T\I'o horizontal grool'l'S define the upper and lower lips,

t he tongue between them.

The Necker Islanrl images follow the one pallern. and all are males. The

pCl'uliar features arc the al>sl')I('(: or a neck. the position of the chin down low on

the flatl'hesL the square eyes. thc flat ahdolllcn. the l'ut·()ff pendent arms without

hands. and the pral'lically straight legs.

SHELL GOI)

A uniquf: picl'c of carved lIIarinl' 511l,1I in the l\luseum l'.dlection 1:·\241 is

catalnged as a form of Kuula. tllP Jishernwn·s god (fig. :\161. It. consists of

twu hcads facing outward fronl cad1 end of a l'onneding bar. the chins projeel·

ing outward. From the chin "ide of the har. a vcrtical projection has heen

drillcd with a large hull' I,ut a slIlall section n.f the part surrounding the hole

has 11I:'('n hroken ofr. The feat un's of tilt' two faces are indist'incl: hut two hrows

and a ('nl"\,('d nlOulh are l'\ idcnt on II Ill'. a l'lIned lliouth. on the other. The
width hel\\l'l'n the projecting (:hins i~ 1.:; incllC~, and the greatest thickness of
the ~hell is 0.6 inch.

The ,-pt'cinlt'n \\"as IIriginally I,olll-'ht hy J. S. Ell1er"on in kailua. Hawaii. in

Jill;') for ~ix d()lIar~. He de~crihcs it as ··I\:u-ula. a douhle pig·lwaded god made

of hone." The ~hapl' (.1' the hcad~ could n'prt'~l'nt a dop: or a hUlllan heing

equally well.

CARVED SEA UI{CH IN SPJNI~S

Carverl ~pines III' the "slate pencil" sea urchin (Hele/"(}("enlrolus m.amm.il·

latlls) were found by J. F. G. Stokes IMcAllister. 1(XJ3b. pp. :~5. :~6) at the Kamo·

hio fisherman's shri ne on the island of l\:ahuolawe. One (C.:)5:26) has a perfect


